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Abstract
Burkholderia glumae is the bacterial pathogen causing bacterial panicle blight disease of
rice (BPB). The pathogen, whose growth and pathogenicity is favored by high temperatures, has
become a serious threat to rice production around the world possibly due to the current global
climate changes. In this study, previously reported avirulent B. glumae strains were characterized
in respect to the production of known virulence factors, toxoflavin, lipase and motility, and
potential virulence factors, including polygalacturnase and type III secretion system
(hypersensitive response). Considerable phenotypic variation was observed among the strains
tested. Virulence of the B. glumae strains was closely related to their ability to produce various
virulence factors. Interestingly, all the confirmed avirulent strains were defective in multiple
virulence factors and most of them lost their ability to produce acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL)
quorum-sensing signals implying that mutation in global regulatory system(s) for the virulence
factors may be the major cause of the occurrence of avirulent B. glumae strains in nature. We
developed a high throughput method for virulence tests of B. glumae by using onion bulb scales
instead of rice panicles. The results indicated that the onion assay system can be a convenient
alternative way for initial and preliminary virulence testing of B. glumae. In addition, some B.
glumae strains produce melanin-like brown pigment. In order to identify the biosynthetic
pathway and regulatory genes of this mechanism and role in virulence, the B. glumae 411gr-6,
brown pigment producing strain genome was randomly mutagenized with a mini-Tn5 derivative,
mini-Tn5gus. From this mutagenesis, several novel regulatory elements for B. glumae virulence
factors were identified, including putative sensor histidine kinase, Clp protease, histone H1 like
protein, prephenate dehydrogenase, and a putative sigma54 dependent response regulator. The
melanin-like brown pigment of B. glumae may be involved in the hypervirulence of the pathogen
providing a survival advantage under adverse climatic condition over the melanin non-producing
strains.
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Literature Review
One of the first Burkhoderia species was described by Walter H. Burkholder as Phytomonas
caryophylli then later described as Pseudomonas caryophylli in 1942 (Burkholder, 1942). He
also reported a bulb rot causing onion pathogen as a ‘cepacia’ species during the mid 1940s. It
was isolated from vegetable fields in New York State (Burkholder, 1950) and later described as
Pseudomonas cepacia. For a long time, Burkholderia spp. were placed in the genus
Pseudomonas based on vague phenotypic definitions, and later during the early 1970s, rRNA-
DNA hybridization analysis showed a lot of genetic diversity among members of the genus
Pseudomonas (Kersters et al., 1996). Thus, five rRNA homology groups were created based on
significant genetic diversity (Palleron.Nj et al., 1973).The genus Burkhoderia was created  in
1992 belonging to the rRNA homology group II of Pseudomonas containing seven different
species (B. solanacearum, B. pickettii, B. cepacia, B. gladioli, B.mallei, B. pseudomallei,
B.caryophylli) (Yabuuchi et al., 1992). Today, the genus Burkholderia contains more than 30
species which are adapted to a wide range of ecological niches ranging from contaminated soil,
to plant parts, to the respiratory tract of humans (Coenye and Vandamme, 2003). Among them,
B. caryophlli, B. plantarii, B. glumae, B. cenpcepaica, B. cepacia, B. ambifaria and B.
andropogonis are known as phytopathogenic species. Nine species among the Burkholderia
genus comprise a Burkholderia cepacia complex which has the capability of colonizing different
environmental niches.
Burkholderia genomes are larger (almost double) than E. coli (>8Mbp), variable, containing
genomic islands which are very interesting for understanding the evolutionary process which
shaped the bacterial genome. The Burkholderia genome usually consists of two to three
chromosomes frequently with some plasmids (Ussery et al., 1997; Holden et al., 2004; Tumapa
et al., 2008). Species having large genome size dominate the environment, where resources are
scare and diverse (Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2004). Flexibility and plasticity of the genome of
Burkholderia enables them to colonize in diverse environmental conditions like human, plant,
soil, and other animal hosts (Holden et al., 2004; Nierman et al., 2004; Chain et al., 2006). The
full genome of Burkholderia glumae BGR1 was sequenced in Korea in 2009, which consists of
two chromosomes and four plasmids. Chromosome 1 is 3,906,529 base pairs in size and has
3290 coding sequences, 144 pseudogenes, 3 rRNA operons and 56 tRNAs. Chromosome 2 is
2,827,355 base pairs in size and has 2079 coding sequences, 192 pseudogenes, 2 rRNA operons
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and 8 tRNAs (Lim et al., 2009). Toxoflavin biosynthesis and transporter genes and other
pathogencity related genes involved in the hypersensitive response and the type III protein
secretion system are found in Chromosome 2, whose origin of replication is similar to the
plasmids (Lim et al., 2009).
Rice seedling rot in nursery boxes and rice grain rot in the field after heading caused by
B. glumae was first reported in Japan (Goto and Ohata 1956; Uematsu et al., 1976). For several
years in the southern rice producing states of the US, “Panicle blight” has been observed which
was considered as a disorder of unknown etiology, as from diseased tissues, no pathogen was
isolated (LSU Agricultural Center, 1987; LSU Agricultural Center, 1999; Groth, et al., 1991).
For the first time in the United States, the bacterial pathogen Burkholderia glumae was
recognized as a cause of the rice panicle blight in Louisiana and in adjacent states, during 1996-
97 (Rush, 1998; Shahjahan, 1998). Now, B. glumae is not only considered as a serious problem
in Japan but also reported from major rice producing countries of the world like Korea (Jeong et
al., 2003), Taiwan (King et al., 1954), Latin America (Zeigler and Alvarez 1989; Nandakumar et
al., 2007), Vietnam (Trung et al., 1993), the Philippines (Cottyn et al., 1996) and in the United
States (Nandakumar et al., 2005; Nandakumar et al., 2007; Sayler et al., 2007). Bacterial panicle
blight (BPB) has the potential to reduce yield by more than 75% causing inhibition of seed
germination, seedling blight, sheath rot, floret sterility and grain abortion (Chien et al., 1987;
Tsushima 1996; Tsushima et al.,1995; Jeong et al., 2003) . High temperature favours the
development of BPB especially during night with high relative humidity (Tsushima et al., 1985;
Tsushima et al., 1996; Nandakumar et al., 2008). 35ºC to 40ºC is the optimum range of
temperature for B. glumae growth (Nandakumar et al., 2009). This could be the reason for the
out break of disease during the recorded high night temperature. For instance, there were an
epidemic of bacterial panicle blight during the years 1995, 1998 and 2000 in Louisiana when
high night temperatures were recorded, resulting in more than 40 % of yield reduction
(Nandakumar et al., 2008; Shahjahan et al., 2000).
The disease causes spikelet sterility, discoloration of developing grains, panicles
extending upward due to unfilled grains, and even discoloration in sheath in the case of severe
infestation. High temperatures and humidity occurring during the panicle initiation stage are
favorable for disease development, causing up to 75% yield reduction. Incidence of BPB around
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major rice producing areas of the world is increasing may be due to the current global warming
and lack of control measures. Because of high yield loss, BPB is the second most important rice
disease of Louisiana after sheath blight. In spite of its major economic impact and global
emergence, the pathogen has not been studied much with regards to its epidemiology, virulence
mechanisms and host- pathogen interaction.
Burkholderia glumae, formely known as Pseudomonas glumae, is the bacterial pathogen
causing BPB, grain rot and seedling rot of rice (Oryza sativa) (Goto et al., 1956). B. glumae can
also cause wilting in many field crops, such as hot pepper, tomato, potato, eggplant, sesame,
perilla and sunflower, like Ralstonia solanacearum (Jeong et al., 2003). The first B. glumae
strain recovered from a human patient having chronic granulomatus disease retains the capability
of causing severe bacterial panicle blight in rice (Devescovi et al., 2007). These observations
indicate that B. glumae is not only the pathogen of rice, but also of many nontraditional field
crops and carries the possibility of being a human pathogen.
Prokaryotes respond well to changing environmental conditions, including variation in
temperature, pH, osmolarity, and nutrient availability, by two component regulatory systems
(Gulgun, 2002). Sensor protein and response regulator are the components of this system in
which sensor protein detects the environmental stimulus and response regulator controls the
expression of certain genes. So, signal transduction and expression of genes by phosphorylation
of two regulatory components is the major global regulatory mechanism of bacteria (Stock et al.,
2000). Apart from this, bacteria have other signalling systems that are mediated by diffusible
signal molecules called auto-inducers, involved in expression of genes. There are many
signalling molecule mediated sensing and response pathways which control the expression of
genes in a population dependent manner, known as quorum sensing (Miller and Bassler, 2001).
Not only muticellular organisms coordinate their activity, but also bacteria coordinate among
themselves through intercellular communication. There are many advantages when bacteria
behave collectively, like the ability to migrate to a suitable environment, protection from
deleterious environment, adoption of a new mode of growth, etc. The term intercellular
communication is primarily based on small, self-generated signal molecules called auto-inducers.
According to their population density, bacteria can regulate their behavior with the use of auto-
inducers (De Kievit and Iglewski, 2000). The principle behind quorum sensing or cell to cell
communication is that, when a single bacterium releases autoinducers, their concentration is too
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low for detection, but when sufficient bacteria are present, the auto-inducer’s concentration
reaches a certain threshold level which allows bacteria to sense a critical cell mass and activate
target genes (Dworkin et al., 2006). The majority of Gram negative bacteria which have quorum
sensing system utilize N-acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) as signal molecules (Miller and Bassler,
2001). As these signal molecules reach a certain concentration, they bind and activate
transcriptional activators that induce the expression of certain genes. Primarily, in quorum
sensing, there is accumulation of flow molecular mass signalling molecules which enables
individual cells to recognize minimal population level for the next action to be initiated (Fuqua et
al., 1994). Briefly, the quorum sensing system relies on two major components, diffusible signal
molecule and a transcriptional activator protein which accumulates in a population level
dependent manner and activates the expression of certain genes respectively. N-acyl homoserine
lactones are the signal molecules produced by many Gram negative and Gram positive bacteria
that control the diverse range of cell density dependent factors (Miller and Bassler, 2001). Some
bacteria produce different types of AHL molecules which control different types of phenotypic
expression.
Different bacteria produce different types of phytotoxins that are toxic to plant cells and
support symptom development. The bacterium B. glumae produces toxoflavin (a bright yellow
pigment) which is a major virulence factor for causing rice seedling rot, grain rot and wilting in
many field crops (Iiyama et al., 1994; Jeong et al., 2003). Toxoflavin reduces the growth of
leaves and roots of rice seedling and induces chlorotic symptoms on the panicle (Sato et al.,
1989; Iiyama et al., 1995). Toxoflavin also shows antibacterial, antifungal and herbicidal
activities and is even toxic to mice (Nagamatsu, 2002). Toxoflavin UV spectrum has maximum
absorbance at 262 in methanol (ε=21, 5000) and minimum at 400nm (ε=5900) (Yoneyama et al.,
1998). Toxoflavin is an active electron carrier between NADH and oxygen. So, hydrogen
peroxide could be produced and may by-pass the chytochrome system (Latuasan and Berends,
1961). As the level of hydrogen peroxide increases in rice seedlings,  different proteins involved
in cellular and metabolic process are down-regulated that play important roles in  cell defense,
redox- homeostasis, signal transduction, protein synthesis and degradation, photosynthesis and
photorespiration, and carbohydrate/energy metabolism (Wan and Liu, 2008). That could be the
reason for toxoflavin being an important virulence factor of B. glumae. Biosynthesis and
transport of toxoflavin is in a polycistronic manner in tox operons. For biosynthesis it consists of
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of five genes (toxA, toxB, toxC, toxD and toxE) (Shingu and Yoneyama, 2004; Suzuki et al.,
2004) and another four genes for transport (toxF toxG, toxH and toxI) (Kim et al., 2004). ToxR, a
LysR type regulator, which requires toxoflavin as a co-inducer to activate the expression of the
tox operons regulates the expression of both operons toxABCDE and toxFGHI (Kim et al., 2004).
Its biosynthetic pathway shares common phenomena with riboflavin synthesis (Suzuki et al.,
2004). Similarly, another transcriptional activator, toxJ, regulates the expression of toxoflavin
biosynthesis and transport (Kim et al., 2004). The regulation of toxoflavin biosynthesis and its
transport in B.glumae is quorum sensing dependent (Kim et al., 2004). The production of
toxoflavin is maximal at 37°C, and no detectable amount is produced at 25-28 °C (Matsuda and
Sato, 1988).
The plant cell wall contains cellulose and hemicelluloses which not only provide strength
and rigidity but also act as a barrier for entering pathogens. Many plant pathogenic bacteria
secrete several types of cell wall degrading enzymes, including celluloses, pectinases, xylanases
and proteases, for breaking down the host cell wall (Rajeshwari et al., 2005). In bacterial plant
pathogens, lipase has been reported only in a few pathogens as a virulence factor, whereas in
fungal pathogens, it is well reported. For instance, in fungus the Fusarium graminearum,
secreted lipase is an important virulence factor for causing disease in wheat and maize (Voigt et
al., 2005). Xylanase or lipase plays an important role in the virulence of rice blight pathogen
Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae, (Rajeshwari et al., 2005). Mutation only in lipA (encoded for
lipase) or xynB (encoded for xylanase) has slight effect on virulence in Xanthomonas campestris.
This may be due to the functional redundancy of multiple cell wall degrading enzymes in
Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae, while mutation in a lipA-xynB double mutant results  in
significantly reduced virulence (Rajeshwari et al., 2005). There are at least 30 to 40 genes
potentially encoding for cell wall degrading enzymes in the genome sequence of Xanthomonas
comprestris pv. comprestris (Rajeshwari et al., 2005). Lipase is secreted from the outer
membrane into extracellular medium through the type II secretion pathway (Tommassen et al.,
1992). Many bacteria produce lipases which have become important biocatalysts in various
industries, such as agrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, detergents and food (Gupta et al., 2004).
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is well studied for the bulk lipase production. Since P. aeruginosa is
an opportunistic human pathogen and may secrete other proteases and toxins, it is less suitable
for bulk production of lipase for industrial purposes. Interestingly, lipase produced by B. glumae
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was found to be superior for several biotechnological purposes (BoekeMa et al., 2007). In B.
glumae, lipase production is enhanced by hexadecane and Tween 80 when supplemented in
growth media (BoekeMa et al., 2007). In non-pathogenic Burkholderia species, B. thailandensis,
quorum sensing (QS) controls lipase production, both in negative and positive ways (Ulrich et
al., 2004). In B. cenocepaica, lipase production is growth phase dependent and has maximum
production in stationary phase (Lewenza et al., 1999). Lipase production in B. glumae is
regulated by N-acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) dependent QS, and its lipA mutant lost its
capacity to cause rice pathogenicty (Devescovi et al., 2007). It is still unclear how AHL QS
regulates lipase production in B. glumae, whether it is directly or indirectly or through different
regulators.
The bacteria show different types of motility accomplishing direct movement through a
liquid via flagella  called swimming (Moens and Vanderleyden, 1996), over a surface as a
biofilm called swarming (Harshey, 1994), and over a smooth surface called twitching motility
controlled by type IV pili (Mattick, 2002). Bacteria flagella are important organelles for
pathogenicty because it allows them to relocoate at the infection sites of the host.The pathogen
needs to reach appropriate niches for their survival and disease development. Because of this,
movement driven by flagella is important for these plant pathogenic bacteria. Toxoflavin alone is
not sufficient for grain rot to occur, flagella dependent motility and chemotaxis is required for
the bacteria to infect plant tissue efficiently (Kim et al., 2007).
The toxic effects of toxoflavin may be due to peroxides. In response to this, plants
produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) for their defense, and so it is important for the pathogen
to survive under ROS (Levine et al., 1994) . By superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalases, and
alkyl hydroperoxide reductase, the bacteria protect themselves from ROS (Farr and Kogoma,
1991a). Enzymatic and non-enzymatic components are involved in the cellular defense against
the damaging effects of oxidative stress (Farr and Kogoma, 1991b). In bacteria, there are
reported enzymes that are involved in protection against active oxygen species like SODs
encoded by sodA and sodB, catalases (KatE and KatG), glutathione synthetase (gshAB), and
glutathione reductase (gor) (Farr and Kogoma, 1991b). Catalase-perioxidases encoded by katG
are heme-containing enzymes that function as H202 scavengers that protects cells from the toxic
effect of H202 (Jittawuttipoka et al., 2009). In B. glumae, katG expression is up-regulated by
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QsmR, a transcriptional activator for flagella-gene expression, which is regulated by QS that
plays an important role in rice pathogenicity and its protection from visible light (Chun et al.,
2009).
In addition to these virulence factors, hypersensitive response and pathogenicity (Hrp) ,
type III secretion system (Cornelis and Van Gijsegem, 2000) and extracellular polysaccharide
(EPS) are necessary for the pathogenicity of many plant pathogenic bacteria (Denny et al.,
1990). These two important virulence factors can also be potential virulence factors of B.glumae
even though their roles in pathogenesis still remain to be evaulated. hrp genes in many plant
pathogenic bacteria are responsible for causing disease in susceptible hosts and for eliciting
hypersensitive reactions on resistant plants (Lindgren, 1997). In general, proteins encoded by hrp
genes are components of type III secretion system, regulatory proteins and protein elicitors of the
hypersensitive reaction (Mudgett and Staskawicz, 1998). In relation to pathogenicity and host
range, hrp genes are one of the most important groups of the genes found in phytopathogenic
bacteria (Lindgren, 1997). For plant pathologists, it is important to know how the disease
develops and also about the underlying mechanisms of disease development in plants. So, from
the view point of plant pathologists, it is important to understand the mechanism of
hypersensitive reactions for understanding the mechanism of disease resistance (Goodman,
1994). A large number of hrp genes share homology with type III secretion system of bacterial
animal pathogens (Fenselau et al., 1992; Gough et al., 1992), and these secretion systems are
essential for pathogencity in plants and animals. The major characters associated with hrp gene
mutants are inability to cause disease in a susceptible host and inability to elicit hypersensitive
response on resistant cultivars or non-host plants (Lindgren et al., 1986). Therefore, hrp
mutants often fail to produce any significant symptoms on a host or non-host plants. It was found
that the major reason for the inability of hrp mutants to cause disease is attenuation of their
proliferation in host tissue but those mutants are not impaired in their ability to grow in culture
media (Lindgren et al., 1986). So, hrp genes do not encode products required for general growth.
Along with hrp genes, phytopathogenic bacteria need other groups of genes like various tox
genes encoding for phaseolotoxin productin of P. syringae for virulence (Gross, 1991). The
expression of these genes is independent of hrp genes.
The plant cell wall contains polymer pectin, a heteropolysaccharide consisting of a linear
chain of 1,4 linked α-D-galacturonic acid residues or polygalacturonic acid (PGA) (Giuliano et
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al., 2008). This polysaccharide rich cell wall acts as a major barrier against entry for microbial
pathogens, so these pathogens have to secrete a number of hydrolytic enzymes for degrading the
cell wall. Polygalacturonases hydrolyze the pectic glycosidic bonds which differ in random or
terminal attack of polymer. For instance, endo-polygalacturonases hydrolyse at random sites
resulting in a mixture of oligomers of different sizes and exo-polygalacuronase cut at one end of
the polymer, yielding only one product. Polygalacturonases already have been studied in various
bacterial species as a virulence factor. In Ralstoina solanacearum, polygalacturonases (PehA, an
endo-polygalacturonase and PehB, an exo-polygalacturonase) are required for rapid colonization
and full virulence on tomato plants (Huang and Allen, 2000). In Burkholderia cepacia, pehA
(encodes pectin hydrolase) is involved in the maceration of onion bulbs (Gonzalez et al., 1997;
Aguilar et al., 2003). Burkholderia glumae secretes two highly similar endo
polyygalacturonases, PehA and PehB. Among these two enodopolygalacturonases, pehA is
strongly expressed, whereas the transcriptional acivity of pehB is considerably lower. Neither
PehA nor PehB is directly involved in the initial stage pathogenicty of bacterial panicle blight of
rice (Giuliano et al., 2008). But the authors predicted that these enzymes could play an important
role in providing nutrients to bacterial population. Similarly, the QS system of B. glumae is
involved in regulation of pehB (Giuliano et al., 2008).
Melanin is a negatively charged hydrophobic macromolecule pigment (Nosanchuk and
Casadevall 1997; Jacobson, 2000) which is formed by the oxidative polymerization of phenolic
and indolic compounds, containing a stable portion of organic free radicals (Riley, 1997).
Melanin is not required for growth and development of the species, but it offers a survival
advantage over non-producing strains in adverse conditions, such as exposure to UV radiation,
free radicals, and oxidants (Lopez-Serrano et al., 2004). Usually, the color of melanin is brown
or black which can be produced by a variety of microorganisms, fungi and helminthes
(Nosanchuk and Casadevall, 2003). Despite its global abundance, because it is secreted by a
variety of organisms, little information is available about the structure of melanin. Melanin is a
complex polymer that is amorphous and insoluble in aqueous or organic fluids. The structure of
melanin is not amenable for both solution and crystallographic studies. Brown or black
coloration, insolubility in aqueous or organic fluids, resistance to concentrated acid, and
susceptibility to bleaching by oxidizing agents are the major characteristics of melanin (Nicolaus
and Piattelli 1962; Butler and Day, 1998). There are four classes of melanins, eumelanins,
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phaeomelanins, allomelanins, and pyomelanins. These melanins are derived from diverse
sources. Eumelanins are derived from quinines and free radicals, phaeomelanins from tyrosine
and cystein, allomelanin from nitrogen-free precursors, and pyomelanins form catabolism of
tyrosine through p- hydroxyphenylpyruvate and homogetistate (HGA) (Brandt and Warnock,
2003). Several genera of bacteria, like Aeromonas, Legionella, Streptomyces, Pseudomonas and
Bacillus, can synthesize melanin, of which pyomelanin is the most common class synthesized
from HGA intermediates (Blasi et al., 1995; Doering et al., 1999; Alviano et al., 2004).
Synthesis of melanin is regulated by several melanogenic proteins like tyrosinase and
tyrosinase related proteins (TRP-1 and TRP-2) and their transcription factors (Jimenez et al.,
1991). Tyrosinase is a key enzyme of melanin biosynthesis. It catalyzes three different types of
reaction. First is hydroxylation of tyrosine to 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), second is
the oxidation of DOPA to DOPA quinone, and the final step is oxidation of 5,6-dihydroxyindole
(DHI) to indole-quinone (Hearing and Tsukamoto, 1991). Out of several signal pathways for
melanin biosynthesis enhancement, the cAMP-mediated pathway is a well known melanin
synthesis cascade (Steingrimsson et al., 2004). Similarly, cGMP mediated pathway can also
increase melanin production, whose pathway is activated by nitric oxide (NO) (RomeroGraillet
et al., 1996). In prokaryotes and plants, quinines, alkaloids, flavonoids and phenolic compounds
play an important role in viability and normal development whose synthesis is served by
tyrosine. There are two independent metabolic pathways for tyrosine biosynthesis. First is
arogenate route (Prephenate to L-tyrosine) and the other is 4- hydroxyphenyl pyruvate (HPP)
route. Both of these pathways utilize a common precursor for tyrosine synthesis. The end
products of these two pathways are also similar but differ in the sequential order of enzymatic
steps. In the HPP route, prephenate is decarboxylated by prephenate dehydrogenase. The next
product would be HPP which is transaminated to L-tyrosine through TyrB homologue (Fazel et
al., 1980). In the agrogenate route, prephenate is transaminated to L-agrogenate by prephenate
aminotransferase. The L- agrogenate is decarboxylated by agrogenate dehydrogenase (AD) to
yield L-tyrosine (Bonner and Jensen, 1987). Homogentistate (HGA) is the essential precursor for
the production of melanin- like brown pigment in B. cenocepacia. It was reported that 4-
hydroxyphenypyruvic acid dioxygenane (HppD) activity, which is encoded by the hppD gene, is
necessary for melanin biosynthesis, and the hppD mutant was resistant to paraquat challenge but
sensitive to H2O2 (Keith et al., 2007).
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There are diverse roles for melanin, depending upon the types of organism from which it
is secreted. It can serve as an energy transducer and affect cellular integrity (Hill, 1992).
Cuttlefish releases brown ink melanin, in response to danger (Fiore et al., 2004). In insects,
melanin plays a role in the innate immune system (Nappi and Christensen, 2005), whereas
melanin in skin provides protection to UV light (Hill, 1991). The melanin produced by
microorganisms is related to virulence and pathogenicity of their respective hosts by reducing
host resistance antimicrobial mechanism and converting host immune response to infection.
Melanin biosynthesis of free-living microorganisms provides a survival advantage in the
environment as compared to melanin non- producing strains (Steenbergen and Casadevall, 2003)
. Crytococcus neoformans produces melanin that is associated with increased survival rate after
ingestion by environmental amoeboid (Steenbergen et al., 2001) or nematode predators
(Mylonakis et al., 2002). There is a report of melanin conferring resistance to ultraviolet rays,
gamma rays of light by observing a broad range of electromagnetic spectrum and preventing
photo-induced damage (Hill, 1992). The mutants having disruption in melanin biosynthesis gene
are more sensitive to UV light than the wild type, which confirms that melanin is responsible for
UV tolerance (Kawamura et al., 1999). The carboxyl, phenolic, hydroxyl and amine groups  of
melanin have the ability to bind to heavy metals which are abundant in the environment, and thus
help in protecting organisms against heavy metals (Fogarty and Tobin, 1996). Melanins also
protect microbes from host defense mechanisms. Melanins are charged polymers, so their
presence in the cell wall can alter the fungal cell surface charge which may contribute to
inhibition of phagocytosis (Langfelder et al., 2003). Melanins are effective scavengers of free
radicals (Sichel et al., 1991) and have electron transfer properties (Gan et al., 1976). In certain
extreme conditions like soils contaminated with radio isotopes, melanized microorganisms are
found to be the dominating species. Thus, melanin might be beneficial to their lives and could
support the survival of organisms (Dadachova et al., 2007). There was a report of melanin
producing strains of B. cepacia that could attenuate the oxidative burst of the human monocyte
cell line MonoMac-6 (Zughaier et al., 1999). Melanin from B. cenocepacia is responsible for
protecting  the organism in vivo and in vitro  from oxidative stresses (Keith et al., 2007).
Every living organism needs successful adaptations as they change their environment for
survival. This depends upon their ability to regulate gene expression as specified by the needs of
surrounding conditions (Goodman et al., 2004a). For this purpose, bacteria, archea, unicellular
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eukaryotes and even higher organisms use two component regulatory system signalling
pathways for translating external signals into adoptive responses (Loomis et al., 1998; Wolanin
et al., 2002). Two component regulatory system (TCRS) primarily consists of a histidine kinase
protein (the sensor) and cognate receiver (the response regulator) that are often encoded by
adjacent genes (Laub and Goulian, 2007). After interaction with signals, sensor histidine kinase
undergoes autophosphorylation and then activates response regulator by phosphotransfer. In
almost every sequenced bacterial species, two component regulatory systems are an important
component for sensing, responding and adaptation to their changing environment (Laub and
Goulian, 2007). The sensor histidine kinase detects varieties of signals including, nutritional
contents, pH, osmolarity, cation concentration, quorum signals, antibiotics and more (Rodrigue
et al., 2000b). The most extensive set of TCRSs were found in Pseudomonas aeruginosa which
is approximately 64 (Rodrigue et al., 2000a). This may be how P. aeruginosa can survive in a
wide range of environmental conditions and cause a variety of diseases (Takeyama et al., 2002).
Isolation of avirulent strains of the bacterium from nature is not unusual probably due to
the spontaneous mutation in their virulence factors.  Previously, 24 naturally avirulent B.glumae
strains were isolated from diseased panicles in rice fields in the southern U.S. and tested for their
virulence in rice seedling and panicles by Dr. Rush’s lab (Nandakumar et al., 2010). The aim of
our research was to characterize those naturally avirulent strains of B. glumae in respect to their
major virulence factors, which may help to identify more virulence factors and the mechanism of
pathogenesis in rice.
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Bacterial Strain:
The strains of Burkholderia glumae, Escherichia coli and Burkholderia gladioli used in
this study were listed in Table 1. The strains of Burkholderia glumae were collected from
different BPB infected rice fields of Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas by Drs. Milton C. Rush and
A.K.M. Shahjanhan (Department of Plant Pathology and Crop Physiology, Louisiana State
University).
Table 1 Different strains of B. glumae collected from different parts of Southern US
Name Place of Isolation
336gr-1 Crowely, LA
237gr-5 Jefferson Davis, LA
191sh-1 Texas panilce blight (Dr.Marchetti)
961149-4-4 Crowely, LA
395-2 Lonoke, County,AR
106sh-5 Vermillion Parish, LA
117g1-7-a Jefferson Davis, LA
201sh-1 Vermillion Parish, LA
257sh-1 Crowely, LA
106sh-9 Vermillion Parish, LA
957856-41-c Crowely, LA
411gr-6 Lonoke County, Arkansas
11sh2-2-a Acadia, LA
366gr-2 Lonoke, County,AR
189gr-8 Texas panilce blight (Dr.Marchetti)
98gr-1 Jefferson Davis, LA
379gr-1-b Lonoke County,AR






2.2 Media and Growth Conditions
All the bacterial strains were grown in Luria-Bertani (LB), King’s B (KB),
Polygalacturonate Semi Solid Agar (PEC-SSA), Casamino Peptone Glucose (CPG), and LB
media supplemented with 5% of Tween 20 (Lipase media) at 30 and 37° C depending upon the
purpose of each experiment.
2.3 Extraction of Genomic DNA
Genomic DNA of different isolates was extracted by the method described in “A
Laboratory Manual of Molecular Cloning Vol.I” (Samrook et al., 2001) with some
modifications. An overnight bacterial culture (1.5 ml of overnight grown culture in LB broth)
was centrifuged for 2 min at 13000 rpm speed, the supernatant was discarded, 600 µl of ice cold
cell lysis buffer was added, and vortex mixed to completely dissolve the precipitant. Then 3 µl of
proteinase K was added to the lysate and incubated for 3 hr at 55°C, 200 µl of potassium acetate
solution was then added, mixed properly after cooling down to room temperature, and
centrifugation was done at13000 rpm speed  for 5 min at 4°C to pellet the precipitate. The
supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube containing 600 µl of isopropanol; the solution was
mixed well and then centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 1 min. The supernatant was removed, and 60%
ethyl alcohol was added to precipitate the DNA, inverted several times and centrifuged at 13000
rpm for 1 min. The supernatant was removed, and the DNA pellet was allowed to dry and then
re-dissolved in 100 µl of distilled water.
2.4 Confirmation of B. glumae by Polymerase Chain Reaction
All the strains were confirmed as B. glumae by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). For
PCR amplification, Burkholderia glumae ID primers (Fwd: 5’ACA AGG AAC ACC TGG GTA
3’) ( Rv: 5’TCG CTC TCC CGA AGA GAT 3’) were used (Nandakumar et al., 2010). PCR
reaction of water-18.15µl, PCR buffer-2.5µl 10mM MgCl2-0.75µl, 10mM dNTPs- 0.5µl, Taq.
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polymerase 5000-0.1µl, template DNA- 1µl, forward primer-1µl, and reverse primer-1µl was
made, and the following PCR cycle was created in a thermal cycler: nitial denaturation at 94°C
for 1 min, annealing at 55°C for 1 min, amplification for 29 cycles and extension at 72 °C for 1
min. PCR products were electrophoresed in 1.0% agar gels.
2.5 Toxoflavin Production Assay
Toxin producing phenotypes were observed in the King’s B media. Extraction and
purification of toxin was done by the methods developed by Iiyama et al. (1995) with some
modifications. Bacterial strains were grown in LB broth at 37°C, centrifuged, washed twice with
fresh LB broth, spread in KB media then incubated at 37°C for 48 hr. Bacterial cells were
removed with cotton swabs, and the media was cut into small pieces. Toxoflavin was extracted
with an equal volume of chloroform. The residues were dissolved in 1 ml of aqueous 80%
methanol and diluted five times in distilled water then absorbance was measured at 260 nm as
compared with relative value of the virulent reference strain 336gr-1.
2.6 Observation and Quantification of Lipase Activity
For the phenotype observation for lipase production, bacterial strains were grown in LB
agar with 5% of Tween 20 overnight at 37° C and an opaque hollow was observed. Lipase
activity of bacteria was quantified by using the previously described methods with some
modifications (Winkler and Stuckmann, 1979). Bacteria were grown on LB media overnight at
37°C in a shaker with 200 rpm, and 1.5 ml of overnight culture was centrifuged for 10 min at
13000 rpm. Twenty five ml of isopropanol containing 75 mg of ρ-nitrophenylpalmitate was
properly mixed with 90 ml of 0.05M Sorensen’s phosphate buffer having pH 8.0 containing 207
mg of sodium deoxycholate and 50 mg of gum Arabic. This freshly prepared substrate solution
was pre-warmed at 37°C for 10 min.  2.4 ml of pre-warmed substrate solution was mixed with
0.1 of cell free supernatant and incubated in a water bath at 37°C for 15 min; the OD410 was
measured against enzyme free control in a sphectrophotometer.
2.7 Observation of Polygalacturonase Activity
Phenotype of polygalacturonase activity was  observed in the semi-solid pectate gel
medium (PEC-SSA) (Starr et al., 1977) and prepared with some modifications. 100 ml of
distilled water was heated in a 1-lit flask in a hot plate. The following ingredients were added
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with continuous stiring and heating: 0.6 ml of 10% aqueous CaCl2.2H2O, 1 ml of 0.1% aqueous
bromothyl blue (BTB) in 6.4 X 10 -4N NaOH, 0.5 g of DIFCO yeast extract, 3 g of sodium
polygalacturnate, and 0.3 g agar. The agar and polypolyglacturnase were completely dissolved
by further heating and stirring. The pH was adjusted to 7.3 with 1 N NaOH, and the autoclaved
media was directly poured into the plates immediately. Several strains of bacteria were spotted
on the surface of media, incubated at 37°C for 2 days, and pitting was observed in the media.
2.8 Motility Assays and Electron Microscopy for Flagella
Swarming, swimming, and twitching motility assays were performed at 37°C and 28°C
on freshly prepared LB agar plates containing 0.3%, 0.7% and 1% agar, respectively. Each strain
was grown overnight at 37°C in a shaker. For inoculating in the LB agar plates, 1 ml of overnight
culture was centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 1 min, washed with the LB broth twice and re-
suspended in 100µl of LB broth. For swimming and swarming assays, 5 and 1 µl of aliquots of
cell suspension was dropped in the center of each plate, while for twitching motility, 1 µl of
aliquot was stab inoculated in the LB agar plates and incubated for 24 hrs and phenotype was
observed. Bacterial cells were grown on 0.3% agar plates at 37°C were collected and suspended
in sterile, distilled water. The bacterial cells were diluted in sterile water and a drop was spotted
onto a grid. After 30 sec, the liquid was withdrawn using a filter paper, and each strain was
examined for the presence or absence of flagella under transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
(facilityy service provided by Socolofsky Microscopy Center, LSU).
2.9 Detection of AHL Singnals by Using Chromabacterium violaceum CV026
Chromabacterium violaceum CV026, is a bacterium in which pigment (violacein)
production can be restored by incubation with AHL signal molecules (McClean et al., 1997).
Culture filtrate of each strain after growing at 37°C for 22 hr was extracted with an equal volume
of ethyl acetate and then dissolved in 15 µl of water after the evaporation of ethyl acetate. An
aliquot (10 µl) of each sample was applied to C. violaceum CV026 growing on LB agar plates,
and color change of the bacterial colony to purple was observed after 48 hr of incubation at
30°C.
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2.10 Sequencing of tofI and tofR Region
The tofI and tofR region of all the strains failing to produce most of the virulence factors
were amplified by using two set of tofI primers ( Fwd:  5’ GTT CGT CAA CGA CGA CTA CG
3’, Rv: 5’CCT ACC TGT TGC AGG AAG TGT 3’  and Fwd: 5’GAT GCT GCA GAA CGT
GAC C 3’, Rv: 5’TTT TTC CCT GTC AAG GAT GC 3’) and tofR primers (Fwd: 5’ GAT GCG
ATA TGC ACG AGT TC 3’, Rv: 5’ GAT GGT CAA CAG TCC GAA CA 3’  and Fwd: 5’ ACT
ATC AGG CGC GCA ACT AC 3’, Rv: 5’ CAT GAG CAT GGA AAA GAG CA 3’). PCR
reaction of water-15.75µl, PCR buffer-2.5lµl, 10mM MgCl2-0.75µl, 10mM dNTP- 0.5µl,
polymerase-2µl, template DNA- 1µl, forward primer-1µl, reverse primer-1 µl, dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) -0.5 µl was made, and the following PCR cycle was created in a thermal
cycler: initial denaturation at 95°C for 2 min, annealing at 50°C for 30 second, amplification for
29 cycles and extension at 72 °C for 1 min. PCR products were electrophoresed in 1.0% agar
gels. PCR products were purified by QuickClean 5M PCR Purification Kit with manufacture’s
instructions and sent for sequencing.
2.11 Hypersensitive Response
Functional Type III secretion system was observed by hypersensitive response in tobacco
plants. Tobacco seeds were sterilized by the following steps: seeds were rinsed with 100%
isopropanol for 1 min, spun down, and the supernatant discarded. Seeds were rinsed again with
50% bleach, spun down and the supernatent discarded. Finally, the seed were rinsed six times
with sterile water. The seeds were germinated on MS media (MS salts-0.43 g, plant cell culture
agar-0.75 g, sucrose-0.75 g, vitamins- 10 µl, sterile water- 100 ml) for about 7 days. The
germinated seeds were grown in pots containing clay, commercial soil and sand in the ratio of
4:2:1 in the greenhouse for about 3 months. Bacteria strains were grown on LB agar media
overnight at 37°C. Bacterial cells were dissolved in 10 mM MgSO4, adjusted OD600 to 0.5, and
the suspension was infiltrated into tobacco leaves with a syringe. Hypersensitive response was
observed 18 hr after infiltration.
2.12. A. Virulence Assays on Rice
Panicles of Oryza sativa cv. Trenasse, which is susceptible to bacterial panicle blight,
were sprayed with a bacterial suspension having 1X108 cfu/ml (OD600= 0.1) at 20 – 30% heading
stages both in the greenhouse and in the field. Two days after the first inoculation, a second
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inoculation was made in the same way. Disease severity was evaluated 7 and 14 days after
inoculation. Disease scoring and disease severity were determined by the following scale:
healthy panicle- 0; 1 to 10 % discolored- 1; 11 to 20%, discolored- 2; 21 to 30 % discolored- 3;
31to 40 % discolored- 4; 41 to 50% discolored- 5; 51 to 60 discolored- 6; 61 to 70% discolored-
7; 71 to 80% discolored- 8; >81% discolored- 9, and disease severity was determined using the
following:
Disease severity= (no. of samples with each rating X rating value)/total no. of panicles.
Rice plants were harvested, thrashed, dried at room temperature and weighed from a plot having
2 m row size with four replications each. The comparison of yield loss was made between
virulent and avirulent strains.
2.12. B. Virulence Assays on Onion
Scales of onion were removed with a sterile knife and cut into pieces having an
approximate size of 2 X 3 cm. The scales were placed in a wet chamber. Five µl of bacterial
suspension (ca. 5 X 105 cfu) were applied to a slit on an onion bulb scale made with a
micropipette tip, and the degree of virulence was determined by measuring the macerated area
after 2 days incubation at 30°C in an incubator.
2.13 MiniTn5gus Transposon Mutagenesis
Two of the B. glumae strains 411gr-6 and 336gr-1 were used as recipient and E. coli mini
Tn5gus, derivative of mini-Tn5 (Fouts et al., 2002) as a donor parents. Overnight culture of B.
glumae (750 µl) and E. coli miniTn5gus (250 µl) were mixed, centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 1
min in a micro centrifuge tube and supernatant was discarded. The pellet was dissolved in 50 µl
LB broth, spotted on LB plates and incubated overnight at 30°C. The bacteria were resuspended
in 1 ml of LB broth, and 100 µl suspensions were spread on KB nitrofurantoin/kanamycin plates.
After 2 days of incubation, mutants were selected based on their toxoflavin, EPS and melanin
production phenotypes.
2.14 Characterization of the Mutated Gene
The mutated gene was characterized by amplification of the transposon flanking
sequence as described by (Kwon and Ricke, 2000). Briefly DNA was isolated from each mutant,
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completely digested with NlaIII followed by ethanol precipitation. The Y linker was formed by
the phosphorylation of linker 2 and addition of linker 1 followed by ligation of genomic DNA
and Y linker. The transposon flanking sequence was amplified by using Y linker primer and Tn5
primer, and the PCR product was sent for sequencing to Macrogen, Korea.
2.15 UV Light Treatment of 411gr-6 and Its Mutants
The bacteria 411gr-6 and mutants were grown in 3 ml of LB broth media over night and
optical density (OD600) value was adjusted to 0.5. Five µl of culture was dissolved in 10 ml of
water and 100 µl were spread in plates. The plates were treated with UV light in for 5, 10, 20, 40
or 60 sec. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 48 h and colonies were counted.
2.16 Bacterial Growth Assay on Rice for Melanin Mutants
Two rice varieties, Jupiter and Trenasse that are partially resistant and susceptible to
bacterial panicle blight were grown in the greenhouse. Different melanin mutants of B. glumae
having OD600 0.1 concentrations were inoculated at the 30-40% panicle initiation stage. Bacterial
growth was measured at 0, 2, 5, 7 and 14 days after inoculation in King’s B media containing
cyclohexamide 50 µg/ml and nitrofurantoin 50 µg/ml (King et al.,, 1954). B. glumae mutants
were collected from 10 seeds of randomly chosen panicles in 10 ml of water after fine grinding
in sterile mortar and pestle and subsequent dilution were made. 100 µl of each bacterial
suspension were spread in King’s B media and incubated at 37°C for 2 days then bacterial cells




3.1 Confirmation of Tested Strains as Burkholderia glumae
A group of previously reported 24 naturally avriulent strains were tested by amplifying
internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region of B. glumae’s primer as described in Materials and
Methods. Out of 24 tested strains, only 19 were confirmed as B. glumae and five as
Burkhoderia gladioli by three independent polymerase chain reactions (Fig.1).
3.2 Toxoflavin Production Assay
Toxoflavin production phenotype was determined by the presence of a bright yellow
color in KB media after 48 hr of incubation. All of the B. glumae strains chosen for the study
were tested for the toxoflavin production phenotype and quantification was done by the
extraction of toxoflavin with equal volume of chloroform. Out of 19 tested strains, eight
produced wild type level of toxoflavin (Fig.2.A, Fig.2.C and Table.2) and 11 did not produce any
detectable level of toxoflavin (Fig.2.B, Fig.2.C and Table.2).
3.3 Lipase Enzyme Assay
Lipase positive phenotypes were observed in LB media supplemented with Tween 20 by
observing opaque halos and a lipase enzyme assay of all the tested 19 strains of B. glumae by
using p-nitrophenyl palmiatate as a substrate as described in Materials and Methods. The bright
yellow color was observed after incubation at 37°C for 15 minutes and the observence at 410 nm
was measured. All of the tested strains showed lipase activities, but intensity varied among
strains.Two of the avirulent strains, 237gr-5 and 961149-4-4, showed wild type level of lipase
activity and two of the highly virulent strains, 411gr-6 and 11sh-2-2-a , constantly showed low
level of lipase activity as compared to other virulent strains (Fig.3.C and Table.3).
3.4 Motility Assays and Electron Microscopy for Flagella
Swimming and swarming activities of B. glumae were observed in 0.7 and 0.3% agar
media after 24 hr of incubation at 37º C. All of the tested avirulent strains were defective in
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Fig.1. Amplification of ITS region for the identification of B. glumae. Expected size of the
PCR products are 400 bp where 336gr-1 was used as positive control and water and B.
gladioli as negative control. Lane: 1- 1kb ladder, lane: 2- 237gr-5, lane: 3-191sh-1,
lane: 4-961149-4-4, lane: 5-395-2, lane: 6-106sh-5 , lane: 7-117g1-7-a, lane: 8-201sh-1,
lane: 9-257sh-1 , lane: 10- 106sh-9, lane: 11- water, lane: 12- 336gr-1 lane: 13- 1kp ladder,
lane: 14- 957856-41-c, lane: 15- 411gr-6, lane: 16-11sh2-2-a ,lane 17: 366gr-2,
lane 18: 189gr-8, lane: 19- 98gr-1, lane: 20-379gr-1-b, lane: 21-99sh-7, lane: 22-396gr-2,
lane: 23: 261-gr-9, lane: 24-336gr-1 and lane: 25-B. gladioli respectively.
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Fig.2. Visual toxoflavin production observed by yellow color (A) and undetectable
amount of toxoflavin produced in King’s B media by B. glumae strain (B) after 48
hr of incubation at 37°C.
Fig.2.C. Quantification of toxoflavin production by different strains of B. glumae in respect
to the relative amount produced by reference virulent strain, 366gr-1, in King’s B media.
Toxoflavin was extracted with equal volume of chloroform and optical density was measured















































































































Fig.3.A. Visual observation of opaque halo
in LB media supplemented with 5% of
Tween 20 by B. glumae strains and no
opaque halo for negative control
Fig.3.B. Visual observation of yellow color
while doing quantification of lipase
production of B. glumae strains and no
observed yellow color for  a  negative
control
A B
Fig.3.C. Quantification of lipase activity of different B. gluame strains. Lipase activity is
quantified by measuring the release of p-nitrophenol from the chromogenic substrate p-
nitrophenyl palmitate at an optical density at 410 nm. Each error bar indicates the standard
error from three replicates
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Fig.4. Swimming (A) and swarming (B) activities of motile strains of B. glumae in semi
solid 0.7 and 0.3% LB agar medium, respectively, while non-motile (C) strains show no
motility in either 0.7 or 0.3% LB agar medium.
A B C
Fig.4. TEM images of the flagella of motile (D) and lack of flagella for non-motile (E)




motility (Fig.4. C), whereas all the virulent strains, 336gr-1, 261gr-9, 191sh-1, 411gr-6, etc.,
showed both swimming and swarming activities (Fig.4. A and B). Similarly, bacterial flagella
were observed under a transmission electron microscope (TEM) after growing the B. glumae
strains in 0.3% agar LB media for 24 hr, and it was found that all the motile strains were
flagellate (Fig.4. D) and non-motile strains observed were aflagellate (Fig.4. E).
3.5 AHL Signal Production Assay
All the known virulence factors (toxoflavin, lipase, motility) are AHL-dependent quorum
sensing system in B.glumae. The AHL signals production assay of B. glumae strains was done
by using the biosensor strain Chromobacterium violaceum CV026 (McClean et al., 1997). The
bioassay results demonstrated that all the virulent strains showed the production of signal
molecules indicated by color change of the reporter strain to deep violet (Fig.5.A), while all
avirulent strains, except 257gr-5 and 961149-4-4, did not produce deep violet pigment when
overlaid with reporter strain indicating that they were unable to produce signal molecules
(Fig.5.B).
3.6 Sequencing tofI and tofR Gene of Avirulent Strains
In order to do the sequencing of the tofI and tofR region of all avirulent strains of B.
glumae, amplification of these regions was done by using two sets of primers for each tofI/tofR.
After confirming the correct size of the PCR product in 0.7% agarose gel (Fig.6. B, C, D and E),
the samples were sent for sequencing. The sequencing results showed that two virulent strains,
336gr-1 and 261gr-9, have 100% sequence identity with the tofI/tofR gene of already sequenced
virulent strain, BGR1, from Korea. Similarly, avirulent strain 99sh-7 has similar tofI region in
nucleotides to virulent strains but a 10 bp deletion in tofR region. Other avirulent strains have
two to three base pair changes in tofI sequence, but that did not make any difference at the amino
acid level.  Among the tofR gene of the tested strains, only 961149-4-4 had a similar sequence to
the wild type, while others have 2-3 bp changes which lead to the changes in amino acid
sequence near the stop codon.
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Fig.5. AHL signals production by B. glumae strains indicated by the color change
of the biosensor, C. violaceum CV026, to deep violet (A), no color change in
reporter strain by application of AHL signals extracted from avirulent strains (B)
and water as negative control (C)
BA C
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Fig.6. PCR products in 0.7% agarose gel for identification of strain as B. glumae by using
gyrB primers (A), internal fragment of tofI (B &C) and internal fragment of tofR (D&E). In
each gel picture Lane: 1-1kp ladder,  lane:2-336gr-1, lane:3- 237gr-5, lane:4- 961149-4-4,
lane:5- 395-2, lane: 6-106sh-5, lane:7-396gr-2, lane:8- 257sh-1, lane:9- 106sh-9, lane: 10-
957856-41-c, lane:11- 366gr-2,lane:12- 98gr-1, lane:13- 379gr-1-b, lane:14- 99sh-7,
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Fig.7.A. Nucleotide sequence alignment of
tofI and tofR region of B. gluame strains.
Each purple line indicates one base pair
change in sequence, black line indicates
additional one base pair, green line
indicates one base pair missing, and dots
indicate deletion of base pairs.
A B
Fig.7.B. Amino acid alignment of TofI
and TofR region of B. gluame strains,
green line indicates start codon and red
line indicate stop codon.  Each yellow line
indicates one amino acid change, black
dots indicate deletion of amino acids, and
blue box indicates larger number of
change of amino acids.
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3.7 Type III Secretion System and Hypersensitive Response (HR)
The ability to elicit HR in tobacco leaves (Nicotiana tobaccum) was tested for the
presence of functional type III secretion system (TTSS) in the B. glumae strains. As shown in
Table.2, HR elicitation ability of all tested strains of B. glumae is strongly correlated with the
virulence phenotype in rice and the production of other virulence factor, such as toxoflavin. All
the virulent strains were able to elicit HR (Fig. 8.A), but avirulent strains were unable to elicit
HR (Fig. 8.B) on tobacco leaves 18 hr after of infiltration.
3.8 Polygalcturonase Activity
The polygalacturonase activity of different B. glumae strains was determined by
observing the pitting in PEC-SSA medium after incubating 24 hr at 37°C (Fig.9). The
polygalacturonase activity result was very closely related with results of other virulence factors.
All the virulent strains showed pitting activity in the PEC-SSA media, while avirulent strains,
except 237gr-5, did not show pitting activity in the media.
3.9 Virulence Assay on Onion
It was hypothesized that B. glumae might produce maceration symptoms on an onion
scale because some of the Burkholderia species are onion pathogens. After testing, we found that
the macerated areas on the onion scales were related with the production of other virulence
factors. We measured the area of maceration for quantification (Fig.10.C). B. glumae strains that
were able to produce toxoflavin and lipase also were able to produce maceration area (Fig.10.A),
while other strains that lack toxoflavin and lipase production were unable to produce maceration
area on onion scale (Fig.10.B).
3.10 Virulence Assay on Rice
Because some of the 19 B. glumae strains previously defined as avirulent or near
avirulent were shown to produce known major virulence factors, all the 19 strains were retested
for virulence in rice. Among the 19 tested strains, eight strains that produce all the virulence
factors tested revealed virulence phenotypes in rice (Fig.11.A), while the other 11 strains that
were defective in some or all of the major virulence factors tested were avirulent (Fig. 11.B). In
the case of a highly virulent strain, such as 411gr-6, disease symptoms were found on the sheath
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too (Fig.11.C). In this study, rice grain was harvested from the B. glumae strain infected rice
plants, thrashed, dried, and observed for yield differences between virulent and aviruelnet or
hypovirulent strain treatments (Fig.11.F).
3.11 Observation of Melanin and Mutagenenization
Initially it was observed that some of tested B. glumae strains (virulent and avirulent)
produced melanin- like brown pigment on the casaminoacid peptone glucose (CPG) plates (Fig.
12. A). Later in the field during virulence assay, it was found that B. glumae strain 411gr-6 was
more virulent than our reference virulent strain 336gr-1. This strain also produces brown
melanin-like pigment in CPG media. It was guessed this melanin like brown pigment provides
the survival fitness over non producing strains and allowed greater virulence. So to investigate
the role of melanin-like brown pigment, 411gr-6 was randomly mutagenized with a derivative of
mini-Tn5, miniTn5gus (Fouts et al., 2002). Out of 20,000 mutants, 15 were selected mutants
were selected on the basis of altered brown pigment production phenotypes on CPG media. After
selecting of mutants showing altered phenotypes in production of melanin like brown pigment,
toxoflavin and exopolysaccharide (EPS), the mutated genes in the mutants were characterized
and tested for other virulence factors.
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Fig.8. The HR-positive (A) and –negative (B) phenotypes of two different B.
glumae strains on tobacco leaves. Photos were taken after 18 hr of infiltration
of 1 ml of bacteria having OD600 value 0.5 in tobacco leaves.
A B
A B
Fig.9. The polygalacturonase activity positive (A) and –negative (B) phenotypes of two
different B. glumae strains on the PEC-SSA media. Photo was taken after 24 hr of






















Fig.10. Macerated area shown in an onion scale caused by the virulent B. glumae (A) and
with no maceration by avirulent strain of B. glumae (B). 5 µl of bacteria having OD600 0.5
was dropped in the slit made on onion scale; photos were taken after 48 hr of incubation
at 30°C.
A
Fig.10.C. Measurement of macerated area on onion scales by different strains of B. glumae after






















Fig.11. Symptoms produced by avirulent, 237gr-5 (A) and virulent 336gr-1 strains of B.
glumae on rice panicles (B) after 14 days of bacteria inoculation in the field. Brown
discoloration symptoms on the sheath in the case of sever infestation (C).
Fig.11.D. Disease rating on rice panicles of Trenasse cultivar after 2 weeks after inoculation
of B. glumae strains in the field. Disease was rated on scale 0 to 9 as described in materials
























































Fig.11.E.Correlation between virulence assay in rice and onion. R2 value equals to 0.7855, so
each method can substitute for the other.
Fig.11.F. Rice yield (gram) obtained from infected rice panicles by inoculation of B. glumae
strains. The moisture % was adjusted to 13. Higher yields were obtained from treatments
with avirulent strains, whereas lower yields were obtained from treatments with virulent
strains. Each error bar indicates the standard error from three replicates.
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Table 2 Brief phenotypic and biochemical characteristics of tested B. glumae strains. Red color
indicates reference virulent strain as a positive control, gray color indicates as a negative control,












336gr-1 + 6.94 + + + ++ 107.5 6.08 +
237gr-5 - 6.47 - - - + 47.36 0.59 +
191sh-1 + 7.96 + + ++ + 35.58 5.23 +
961149-4-4 - 6.89 - - - - 2.35 0.56 +
395-2 - 2.13 - - - - 0.26 0.58 -
106sh-5 - 1.27 - - - - 0 0.30 -
117g1-7-a + 8.32 + + + ++ 153.8 6.38 +
201sh-1 + 7.39 + + + ++ 79.02 5.38 +
257sh-1 - 1.49 - - - - 0 0.19 -
106sh-9 - 0.92 - - - - 0 0.13 -
957856-41-c + 6.98 + + + ++ 55.58 4.83 +
411gr-6 + 4.26 + + +++ ++ 140.7 7.11 +
11sh2-2-a ++ 2.09 + + + ++ 69.08 6.94 +
366gr-2 - 0.41 - - - - 0 0.41 -
189gr-8 + 7.22 + + + + 113.3 4.81 +
98gr-1 - 1.04 - - - - 0 0.08 -
379gr-1-b - 0.79 - - - - 0 0.15 -
99sh-7 - 0.59 - - - - 0 0.17 -
396gr-2 - 2.39 - - - - 0 0.28 -
261gr-9 + 6.61 + + ++ + 194.9 4.36 +
E. coli - 0 - - - - 0 0.28 -
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3.11 A Sensor Histinde Kinase Mutants
Two independent mutants, Mel-1 and Mel-4, of sensor histidine kinase where
minitn5gus is inserted in the gene encoding putative sensor histidine kinase (Fig.14.A) showed
melanin deficient phenotypes (Fig.14.B), reduced toxoflvain production (Fig.13), reduced
virulence in both rice and onion (Fig.14. F and G), and no elicitation of HR in tobacco leaves
(Fig.14 C, D and E). It is believed that putative sensor histinde kinase could be a global regulator
of virulence factors of B. glumae.
3.11 B ATP Dependent-Clp Protease Mutants
Three independent mutants of clp protease, Mel-11, Mel-13 and Mel-14 where
minitn5gus is inserted in the different region of gene encoding clp protease (Fig.15.A) showed
melanin overproduction phenotypes in CPG media (Fig.15.B). These mutants show wild type
level of toxoflavin, HR and AHL signal molecules and comparatively more virulence in onion





































Fig.13. Toxoflavin production of sensor histidine kinase (Mel-1 and Mel-4) and sigma54-
dependent response regulator mutants (EM-4, EM-7 and EM-11) in K B media.
Toxoflavin was extracted with equal volume of chloroform, and optical density at 260 nm
was measured. Each error bar indicates the standard error form three replicates.
Fig.12. Initial screening of B. glumae strains showing melanin like brown pigment
production in CPG media (A). Fifteen out of 20,000 mutants generated by miniTn5gus
transposon were selected and tested for melanin production in CPG media. 411gr-6 as a
control, Mel-11 as melanin overproducing, Mel-1, Mel-4, Mel-3 and Mel-8 as melanin none
producing strains.








Fig.14. Phenotypic characteristics of B. glumae strain 411gr-6 and mutants Mel-1 & Mel-4. A
schematic view of the insertion sites of miniTn5gus in Mel-1 & Mel-4 indicating green box as
a start codon and red box as stop codon (A); production of melanin in CPG agar plate (B); HR
elicitation on tobacco leaves (C, D, and E); macerated area on onion scale (F); symptom
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Fig.15. Phenotypic characteristics of B. glumae strain 411gr-6 and mutants Mel-11, Mel-13
& Mel-14. A schematic view of the insertion sites of miniTn5gus in Mel-11, Mel-13 & Mel-
14 indicating green box as a start codon and red box as stop codon (A); production of
melanin in CPG agar plate (B); macerated area on onion scale (C); symptoms development









3.11 C Histone H1 like Protein Mutant
Among the screened mutants, one mutant showing reduced level of melanin like brown
pigment (Fig.16.B), and toxoflavin production was found to have miniTn5gus inserted on the
upstream region from an open reading frame encoding histone H1 like protein (Fig.16.A). Later I
found that this mutant produced very low level of virulence on rice panicles (Fig.16.C).
3.11 D Prephenate Dehydrogenase Mutant
Among the other screened mutants, one mutant, Mel-3, showed reduced level of melanin-
like brown pigment production (Fig.17. B). It was found that miniTn5gus was inserted on the
middle of the gene from an open reading frame encoding prephenate dehydrogenase (Fig.17.A).
The enzyme prephenate dehydrogenase catalyzes the reaction involved in tyrosine biosynthesis
which is important precursor for melanin biosynthesis. Later I found that this mutant produced a
very low level of virulence in onion bulbs and rice panicles (Fig.17.C and D).
3.11 E Sigma54-Dependent Response Regulator Mutants
The reference virulent strain 336gr-1 was mutagenized with mini-Tn5gus for identifying
regulatory genes for virulence factors. Three independent mutants EM-4, EM-7 and EM-11
showed reduced toxoflavin (Fig.13) and no HR elicitation (Fig.18.B, C, D and E). Interestingly,
it was found that mini-Tn5gus was inserted on 200 bp upstream region from an open reading
frame encoding a putative sigma54-dependent response regulator of these three mutants. These
mutants reduced virulence in rice (Fig.18.F).
3.12 Exposure of 411gr-4 Strain and Its Mutants under UV Light
Highly virulent and melanin like brown pigment producing strain, 411gr-6, along with its
different miniTn5gus transposon mutants were exposed to UV light. It was found that more
melanin producing mutant, Mel-11, had a higher survival rate than the melanin non-producing
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Fig.16. Phenotypic characteristics of B. glumae strain 411gr-6 and mutants Mel-6. A
schematic view of the insertion sites of miniTn5gus in Mel-6, indicating green box as a start
codon and red box as stop codon (A); production of melanin in CPG agar plate (B);





Fig.17. Phenotypic characteristics of B. glumae strain 411gr-6 and mutants Mel-3. A
schematic view of the insertion sites of miniTn5gus in Mel-3 indicating green box as a start
codon and red box as stop codon (A); production of melanin in CPG agar plate (B);
macerated area on onion scale (C);  symptoms development on rice panicles 12 days after
inoculation of bacteria (D).









Fig.18. Phenotypic characteristics of B. glumae strain 336gr-1 and mutants EM-4,
EM-7, EM-11. A schematic view of the insertion sites of miniTn5gus in mutants
indicating green box as a start codon and red box as stop codon (A); elicitation of
HR on tobacco leaves (B, C, D and E); symptoms development on rice panicles 12
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Fig.19. Number of colonies  surviving after 10, 20, 40 and 60 sec of UV light
exposure of melanin producing wild type 411gr-6, melanin overproducing, Mel-11











































Fig.20. Survial rate of bacterial of colonies per plate after 10, 20, 40 and 60 sec of UV light
treatment of melanin producing 411gr-6, overproducing Mel-11 and non producing mutants
Mel-1, Mel-3 and Mel-6 and 336gr-1 as a negative control. Dark blue bar indicates -10 sec,
red -20 sec, light green- 40 sec, and pruple-60 sec exposure of UV light, respectively.
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3.13. Growth Curve Assay of 411gr-4 and Mutants
It was tested whether melanin is involved in parasitic fitness. The growth curve assay of
melanin producing and non-producing mutants of 411gr-6, B. glumae strain was tested in
susceptible cultivar (Trenasse) and partially resistant cultivar (Jupiter) for different days after
inoculation. On average, it was found that there was rapid growth of bacteria on Trenasse as
compared to the Jupiter. There was sudden decrease of bacterial population for highly virulent
mutant Mel-11 after 5 days of inoculation in both Trenasse and Jupiter. Severe disease symptom
development was observed 5 days after inoculation. For wild type, 411gr-6, bacterial population
increased up to 2 days then decreased. After 5 days, the population started increasing in both
cultivars. For Mel-1 mutant, initially bacterial population increased for 2 days and then remained
constant in both Trenasse and Jupiter cultivars. For Mel-3, growth pattern was different for the
two cultivars of rice. At the beginning, the population decreased for first 2 days, while the
population increased up to 5 days and started decreasing for Trenasse. While in Jupiter, the


































Fig.21. Number of colonies of B. glumae strain 411gr-6 (melanin producing) obtained
from rice seeds, 5 days after inoculation of pathogen in rice panicles.
Fig.22. Log value of total number of bacteria cells (411gr-6, Mel-1, Mel-3 and



































Fig.23. Log value of total number of bacteria cells (411gr-6, Mel-1, Mel-3 and




The objective of this research was to characterize naturally avirulent strains of B. glumae
for their ability to produce known and potential virulence factors and mutagenesis of virulent B.
glumae strains in order to determine the underlying virulence mechanisms. In this study,
previously reported avirulent B. glumae strains were characterized in respect to the production of
the known virulence factors toxoflavin, lipase and motility and other potential virulence factors
including polygalacturnase and type III secretion system (hypersensitive response). AHL
dependent QS is present and well conserved in B. glumae representing the TofI/TofR system
(Kim et al., 2004) and all the  known virulence factors are under the control of QS. Our
sequencing results showed that there are some amino acid sequence variations in the tofR gene of
the tested avirulent strains.
Toxins produced by plant pathogenic bacteria influence symptom development in
respective hosts (Durbin et al., 1991). Pseudomanas species produce various types of
phytotoxins. In many cases these toxins are not required for pathogenicity, but they increase
disease severity (Gross, 1991). In contrast, toxoflavin is one the most important virulence factors
of B. glumae. This is possibily be due to its mode of action. The action of toxoflavin produces
H2O2 and by-passes the cytochrome system (Latuasan and Berends, 1961), leading to the
development of chlorosis symptoms  in plants. Without toxoflavin, B. glumae would be unable to
induce chlorosis in infected grain of rice panicles (Suzuki et al., 2004) . Toxoflavin is also
involved in reduction of growth of leaves and roots, as well as chlorosis of rice leaves (Iiyaam et
al., 1995; Sato, 1989). Natural Tox_ mutants and artificial mutants created by transposon
mutagenesis often lost their ability to cause rice seedling rot (Iiayama et al, 1995; Suzuki et al,
1998a; Yoneyama et al, 1998). Toxoflavin deficient mutants created by insertion mutagenesis
(disrupting the tox operon) still induced brown discoloration symptoms but did not produce
chlorotic symptoms typical of wild-types, while these mutants caused severe seedling rot like
wild types (Suzuki et al., 2004). This observation indicates that-, there may be other virulence
factors determining symptoms development.
Our results with the toxoflavin producing phenotype in King’s B media (Fig. 2.A) and
toxoflavin quantification showed that some of the tested strains produce wild-type levels of
toxoflavin while other strains, toxoflavin was undetected (Fig.2 .C). All the strains that were
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unable to produce toxoflavin were avirulent to rice (Fig.11.D) and in the onion scale assay
(Fig.10.C).
Celluloses and hemicelluloses are the components of the cell wall that not only provide
strength and rigidity but also act as a barrier for entering pathogens. Plant pathogenic bacteria
secrete several types of cell wall degrading enzymes, including cellulases, pectinases, xylanases
and proteases, for breaking down components of the cell wall (Rajeshwari et al., 2005). In
bacterial plant pathogens, lipase has been reported only in a few cases as a virulence factor,
while in fungal plant pathogens, it is frequently reported. For instance, in the fungus Fusarium
graminearum, secreted lipase is an important virulence factor for causing disease in wheat and
maize (Voigt et al., 2005). Similarly, lipase has been reported to be involved in pathogenicity of
the rice blight pathogen, Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Rajeshwari et al., 2005). The
mechanism of lipase production in Pseudomonas aeruginosa is well studied while in B. glumae
little is known (BoekeMa et al., 2007). Lipase productin in Burkholderia species followed
different ways. For instance, in the non-pathogenic B. thailandensis, AHL QS controls lipase
production both in negative and positive ways (Ulrich et al., 2004). In B. cenocepaica, lipase
production is growth phase dependent having maximum production in the stationary phase
(Lewenza et al., 1999). Lipase production in B. glumae is regulated by AHL- dependent QS, and
non-functional AHL quorum sensing system leads to a limited amount of lipase production in B.
glumae (Devescovi et al., 2007). A B. gluame having lipA mutant drastically lost its ability for
rice pathogencity indicating that lipase plays a significant role in degradation of plant cell wall
(Devescovi et al., 2007).
Our results for the lipase enzyme assay showed that all the tested B. glumae strains
produced some level of lipase, but their intensity differed greatly. Interestingly, two of the tested
strains (237gr-5 and 961149-4-4) which lack most of the other virulence factors still could
produce wild-type levels of lipase activity (Fig.3.C and Table2).  Similarly two highly virulent
strains (411gr-6 and 11sh2-2-a) produced lower levels of lipase as compared to other virulent
strains (Fig.3.B and C). Strains 237gr-5 and 961149-4-4 did not produce disease symptoms on
rice panicles (Fig.11.D). It is unclear why strains producing wild-type levels of lipase were
unable to produce symptoms on rice and onion scales.
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Flagella are an important virulence factor in several animal and plant pathogenic bacteria
(Bayot and Ries 1986; Josenhans and Suerbaum, 2002). Bacterial movement by flagella is
important for pathogenicity because it allows them to arrive in the infection site of a host and
provides a fitness advantage during the initial establishment phases of the infection (Davey and
O'Toole, 2000). There are several reports that non-motile mutants of Agrobacterium
tumefacians, Eriwina amylovora, etc. show loss of virulence in their host. Non-motile mutants of
B. glumae still produced toxoflavin, a major virulence factor but interestingly failed to cause
bacterial grain rot (Kim et al., 2007). QS plays important role in flagella formation and
aflagellate B. glumae lost swimming and swarming activity and disease infection at 37º C (Kim
et al., 2007). QsmR, an IcIR- type transcriptional regulator, is important for flagella formation
and activated by TofR, a cognate C8-HSL receptor (Kim et al., 2007). In many steps of disease
development, motility plays an important role, for BPB, incidence of disease will be severe when
plants are inoculated at flowering day. The disease incidence will be lower if inoculated on days
other than flowering days even with favorable environmental conditions (Tsushima et al., 1995).
This may be because the flowering stage is suitable for invasion of B. glumae with bacteria
actively moving towards the infection site and later colonizing the inner surface of the spikelet.
In all these steps of disease development, motility plays an important role.
Our results showed that all the avirulent strains also lack flagella under TEM and did not
show swimming and swarming activities in while the virulent strains showed swimming and
swarming motility with presence of polar flagella under TEM in majority of bacterial cells (Fig.4
and Table 2.). From this observation and from previous published reports, we conclude that
flagella dependent motility is an important factor of virulence for pathogenticity of B. glumae.
AHL dependent QS is present and well conserved in B. glumae representing the
TofI/TofR system (Kim et al., 2004). Other Burkolderia species also have AHL dependent QS
representing the PlaI-PlaR system for B .plantarii (Solis et al., 2006) and the CepI/CepR system
for Burkholdria cepacia (Venturi et al., 2004; Eberl, 2006). (Kim et al., 2004; Devescovi et al.,
2007; Kim et al., 2007; Chun et al., 2009). So we sequenced the TofI/TofR region of all
avirulent strains.
Our sequencing results showed that two virulent strains 336gr-1 and 261gr-9 have 100%
matched sequencing results with TofI/TofR to already sequenced virulent strain BGR1 from
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Korea (Fig.7). Avirulent 99sh-7 also has a similar tofI gene to virulent strains but has a 10 bp
deletion in tofR region. Other avirulent strains have 2-3 bp changes in tofI sequence but not
changes in amino acid sequence (Fig.7). In tofR, 961149-4-4 has a similar sequence to wild type,
while others have 2-3 bp changes which lead to changes in amino acid sequence too (Fig.7).
Previously, it was reported that the type strain of B.glumae ATCC 33617 had lost its
pathogenicty in rice even though it was isolated from a diseased rice plant and produces normal
levels of AHL signal molecules. It was found that tofR system was nonfunctional (Devescovi et
al., 2007). So the tofR system of B. glumae may be vulnerable to mutation. Our results showed
that there was a 100% match in the amino acid sequence of all avirulent strains to the virulent
strains in tofI indicating that they should produce normal levels of AHL signal molecules.
Surprisingly, except for the two strains 237gr-5 and 961149-4-4, the others did not produce AHL
signal molecules reported by Chromobacterium violaceum CVO26 (Table 2.). In tofR of these
two strains, 237gr-5 had one amino acid different near to stop codon but 961149-4-4 was
identical to wild- type (Fig.7.B). Currently it is not clear why these strains having normal TofI
amino acid sequence fail to produce AHL signal molecules. It may be that non-functional tofR
hinders the expression of tofI or there may be other unknown global regulatory systems
controlling these phenomena. The LysR-type regulatory protein, ToxR, activates toxoflavin
biosynthesis genes (toxABCDE) and transporter genes (toxFGHI) which requires toxoflavin as a
coinducer (Kim et al., 2004). AHL signal molecules (C8-HSL) and its cognate receptor, TofR,
are produced by B. glumae. TofR binds to C8-HSL, when the bacteria exceed certain population
level that activates ToxJ expression. Later, ToxJ activates transcription of both toxABCDE and
toxFGHI in a cascade manner (Kim et al., 2004). Similarly, QSMR, regulator of flagella
formation also needs functional TofR for its activation (Kim et al., 2007). So there is need for
toxoflavin as a coinducer and funtional tofR for the expression of toxoflavin biosynthetic and
transporter and flagella formation genes. Several bacteria use phase variation which is reversible,
high frequency phenotypic switching mediated by DNA manipulation and reorganization for
generating population diversity that increases bacterial fitness (Saunders et al., 2003). B. glumae
could undergo phenotypic variation through mutation in regulatory genes, such as tofR.
Burkholderia cepacia was isolated from bacterial soft rotting disease of onion in New
York (Burkholder, 1950) and B. cenocepacia from diseased onion bulbs in Japan (Sotokawa and
Takikawa ,2004). Both of these species are members of the Burkholderia cepacia complex
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(Bcc), including B. multivorans, B. stabilis, B. vietnamiensis, B. dolosa, B. ambifaria, B. anthina,
and B. pyrrocinia (Coenye et al., 2001; Vandamme et al., 2002; Payne et al., 2005). This
suggested that B. glumae might produce symptoms on onion scales. Our results showed that all
the virulent strains produce maceration area in onion scales, while avirulent strains failed to
produce symptoms (Fig. 10.A, B and C). The correlation coefficient for virulence assay in onion
and rice by different strains of B. glumae was 0.785 (Fig.11.E), which proved the onion assay
can provide an ideal initial virulence test of the pathogen instead of rice.
Avirulence among strains of bacterial pathogens from rice is a common phenomenon
(Cottyn et al., 2001) . In 2007, B. glumae was reported from symptomless rice seed from China,
but it causes disease when inoculated in rice plants (Lou et al., 2007). Naruto et al., (1991)
reported that different strains of B. glumae (formerly Pseudomonas glumae) collected from
various locations in Japan differed considerably in pathogencity, i.e. some strains maintained
strong pathogenicity while other lost their during preservation. The seedling rot caused by B.
glumae was suppressed by prior treatment with avirulent strains, and disease severity varied
depending upon the combination of both virulent and aviurlent strains. The suppression of
disease was only observed with living avirulent cells, so the mechanism of disease suppression
of avirulent strains could be due to competition for infection sites and nutrients (Naruto et al.,
1991).We did a similar type of experiment with prior treatment of avirulent strains in the rice
panicles and after 1 or 2 days inoculation with virulent strain 336gr-1. In the mean time, we also
grew previously avirulent strain infected seed and did the inoculation of virulent strains in the
rice panicle. But we could not get a significant reduction of disease level in both cases.
Melanin is a negatively charged hydrophobic macromolecule pigment (Nosanchuk and
Casadevall, 1997; Jacobson, 2000) that is formed by the oxidative polymerization of phenolic
and indolic compounds, containing a stable portion of organic free radicals (Riley, 1997).
Tyrosinase is a key enzyme of melanin biosynthesis which catalyzes three different types of
reaction, the first one is hydroxylation of tyrosine to 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), the
second is  the oxidation of DOPA to DOPA quinone, and the final step is oxidation of 5,6-
dihydroxyindole (DHI) to indole-quinone (Hearing and Tsukamoto, 1991). There are two
independent metabolic pathways for tyrosine biosynthesis. First is arogenate route (Prephenate to
L-tyrosine) and the other is 4- hydroxyphenyl pyruvate (HPP) route. Precursors and end product
are same for these both pathways, but they differ in the sequential order of enzymatic steps. In
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HPP route, prephenate is decarboxylated by prephenate dehydrogenase. Then, HPP is yielded
and transaminated to L-tyrosine via TyrB homologue (Fazel et al., 1980). In the agrogenate
route, prephenate is transaminated to L-agrogenate by prephenate aminotransferase. Then,
decarboxylation by agrogenate dehydrogenase (AD) occurs for yielding L-tyrosine (Bonner and
Jensen 1987). It was reported that 4-hydroxyphenypyruvic acid dioxygenane (HppD) activity,
which is encoded by hppD gene, is necessary for melanin biosynthesis, and the hppD mutant was
resistant to paraquat challenge but sensitive to H2O2 (Keith et al., 2007). Several melanin
mutants of 411gr-6 showing-altered phenotype in melanin production were found. These mutants
show no melanin production and over-production of melanin and their mutated genes were
characterized (Fig.12.B). A prephenate dehydrogenase mutant, Mel-3 (Fig.17.B) and Histone H1
like protein mutant Mel-6 did not produce melanin in CPG media (Fig.16.B). These genes could
be involved in the melanin biosynthetic pathway. Sensor histidine kinase mutants Mel-1 and
Mel-4 also did not produce melanin-like brown pigment in the media (Fig.14 B) showing that a
two component regulatory systems may be involved in melanin biosynthesis of B. glumae.
Melanin over-producing mutants Mel-11, Mel-13 and Mel-14 (Fig.15.B) which have a
transposon inserted in a gene encoding Clp protease show that it could be the negative regulator
melanin biosynthesis.
The melanin produced by microorganisms is related to virulence and pathogencity to
their respective hosts by reducing the host’s antimicrobial resistance mechanism and converting
the host immune response to infection (Nosanchuk and Casadevall, 2003). Melanin biosynthesis
of free-living microorganisms provides a survival advantage in the environment as compared to
melanin non-producing strains (Steenbergen and Casadevall, 2003). Crytococcus neoformans
produces melanin that is associated with increased survival rate after ingestion by environmental
amoeboid (Steenbergen et al., 2001) or nematode predators (Mylonakis et al., 2002) . Melanins
confer resistance to UV and gamma rays of light by observing a broad range of electromagnetic
spectrum and preventing photo induced damage (Hill, 1992). The mutants of Alternaria
alternata having disruption in the melanin biosynthesis gene are more sensitive to UV light than
wild type suggesting melanin is responsible for  UV  tolerance (Kawamura et al., 1999).
Similarly, melanin- producing and over-producing mutants showed a higher rate of survival from
UV light as compared to the non-producing mutants (Fig.19 and Fig.20). Interestingly, this result
shows that melanin produced by B. glumae may be involved in survival fitness of the pathogen
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in adverse climatic conditions, such as strong solar radiation days. Similarly, melanin protects
microbes from host defense. Melanized microorganisms are found to be the dominating species
in certain extreme conditions like soils contaminated with radionuclides. Melanin is beneficial to
their lives. This may be because the ionizing radiation could change the electronic properties of
melanin and could support the growth of melanin-producing organisms (Dadachova et al., 2007).
From the growth assay of melanin producing strain 411gr-6 and its mutants, it was found that on
average, there was a rapid growth of bacteria on the susceptible host, Trenasse as compared to
the partially resistant host, Jupiter (Fig.22 and Fig.23). There was a sudden decrease of bacterial
population for highly virulent mutant Mel-11(melanin over producing mutant) 5 days after
inoculation in both Trenasse and Jupiter, as we also observed severe disease symptom
development. The decline of the bacterial population may be due to the decline of nutrients after
severe disease development.  For the melanin producing wild type, 411gr-6, bacterial population
increased for up to 2 days, then decreased, after 5 days the population started increasing in both
varieties. For the Mel-1 mutant, initial bacterial population increased for 2 days and then
remained constant in both Trenasse and Jupiter (Fig.22 and Fig.23). This may be related to the
less severe disease development.
Melanin producing strains of B. cepacia were able to attenuate the oxidative burst of the
human monocyte cell line MonoMac-6 (Zughaier et al., 1999). Melanin from B. cenocepacia is
responsible for protecting  the organism in vivo and in vitro  from oxidative stresses (Keith et al.,
2007). Epidemic strains of Burkhoderia cepacia produce melanin-like brown pigment as a
virulence factor that is responsible for scavenging superoxide radicals that attenuate the
respiratory burst responses, and aids in colonization and transmission (Zughaier et al., 1999).
Highly virulent strain 411gr-6 produced melanin and showed severe symptoms in rice disease
assays as compared to the other melanin non-producing virulent strains (Fiig.11.C and Fig.11.D).
This may be due to the survival advantage provided by the melanin on that strain. Our most
avirulent strains also produced melanin-like brown pigment, so we cannot say that melanin is the
virulence factor of B. glumae, but we can say that melanin provided survival advantage to the
pathogen. Melanin producing strain 411gr-6 was more virulent than another melanin non-
producing strain 336gr-1. Interestingly, prephenate dehydrogenase mutant Mel-3 showed very
little disease symptoms in onion and rice (Fig.17.C and D). Prephenate dehdrogenase is involved
in the biosynthetic pathway of melanin, and it was observed that Mel-3 did not produce melanin
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(Fig.17.B). This suggests that this gene could be related with expression of other virulence
factors too.
There are several examples of two component regulatory systems (TCRSs) as a
regulatory system of virulence in several bacterial pathogens. GacS/GacA of P.aeruginosa
(Goodman et al., 2004b), QseC/QseB of Escherichia coli enteric (Kato and Groisman, 2008),
BvgS/BvgA of Bordetella pertussis (Beier and Gross ,2008) and RpfC/RpfG of Xanthomonas
compestris (Ryan et al., 2006) are some of the well studied TCRSs in pathogenic bacteria
regulating virulence factors. A study of the Burkholderia pseudomallie K96243 genome
identified 66 sensor kinases and 69 response regulators; out of these only three were studied and
neither of them were involved in virulence (Lazar Adler et al., 2009). Sensor histidine kinase
mutants Mel-1 and Mel-4 did not produce melanin-like brown pigment in CPG media (Fig.14
B); interestingly they did not elicit HR in tobacco leaves (Fig.14.D and E) and produced less
toxoflavin (Fig.13). Most importantly, these two mutants showed less disease severity in both
onion and rice (Fig.14.D and E). From this preliminary experiment, we can conclude that TCRSs
may be involved in the virulence of B. glumae.
In most organisms including bacteria, DNA is in a negatively supercoiled form that is
achieved by DNA topoisomerase and some architectural elements called histone proteins. The
chromatin-associated proteins like HU, HNS and IHF organize the bacterial chromosome and
provide regulatory influence on transcription, recombination and DNA replication ((Schmid,
1990; Freundlich et al., 1992; Owenhughes et al., 1992; Tupper et al., 1994) . In many plant
pathogenic bacteria, DNA topology can affect the expression of certain virulence genes (Dorman
, 1995). There are reports that chromatin-associated proteins like HC1 and HC2, which have
homology with eukaryotic histone H1 like protein and are found in some pathogenic bacteria,
such as Chlamudia species (Perara et al., 1992; Hackstadt et al., 1993) and AlgP protein in
Pseudomonas aeruginosa express virulence genes. Histone H1 like protein mutant Mel-6
showed reduced level of toxoflavin production in KB media, reduced disease severity both in
onion assay and rice panicles (Fig.16.C), and no melanin production (Fig.16.B). These
observations showed that histone H1 like protein could affect the expression of some virulence
genes in B. glumae.
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RNA polymerase binds to the sigma factor, a prokaryotic transcription initiation factor
for transcription initiation of a certain gene (Gross et al., 1998). There are report of seven types
of sigma factors in E. Coli (Sharma and Chatterji, 2010). Most of the housekeeping gene’s
transcription is initiated with σ70, while an alternate sigma factor controlled transcription of a
specialized regulon, activated during stress conditions which structures and sequences are related
to σ70 (Gruber and Gross, 2003). Apart from these sigma factors, many utilize different pathways
(Gruber and Gross, 2003). In most cases σ54 is called σN and it regulates multiple virulence genes
in several bacteria. For example, in P.syringae, σ54 directs the expression of hrpL (alternate
sigma factor) that is required for the expression of hrp and avr genes (Boucher et al., 2000;
Hutcheson et al., 2001). This is an example of one sigma factor controlling the expression of
another sigma factor. In P. aeruginosa, σN regulates flagella formation, alginate production and
controls virulence (Boucher et al., 2000; Dasgupta et al., 2003). The three mutants EM-4, EM-7
and EM-11 that have a transposon inserted in a 200 base pair up-stream region from an open
reading frame encoding sigma54-dependent response regulator failed to elicit HR on tobacco
leaves (Fig.18. B, C and D), exhibit reduced level of toxoflavin production, and have reduced
virulence in rice (Fig.18. E). Further studies should be carried out to identifying the regulatory
role of sigma54-dependent response regulator in virulence mechanism of B. glumae.
Intracellular protein degradation plays an important role in removing damaged or
abnormal proteins from cells. Clp is a protease composed of two units, ClpA and ClpP that
degrades casein and other proteins in the presence of ATP (Hwang et al., 1987; Katayama-
Fujimura et al., 1987). Two subunits ClpA and ClpP are functionally different proteins and
products of separate genes. Clp protease degrades protein into a large number of acid soluble
peptides in a process completely dependent of ATP (Gottesman and Maurizi, 1992).The three
mutants Mel-11, Mel-13 and Mel-14 have a transposon inserted in a gene encoding ATP
dependent Clp protease (Fig.15.A). All of them were selected on the basis of melanin
overproducing mutants (Fig.15.B). Interestingly, these mutants showed more virulence in onion
and rice than the wild type 411gr-6, (Fig.15.C and D) which supports our hypothesis that
melanin is involved in hypervirulence of B. glumae.
The Burkholderia genome is variable, containing both plasmids and genomic islands.
This makes difficult to understand genetically. Therefore more research needed to understand
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virulence of B. glumae. Further work should be done to find out the regulatory mechanism of
two component regulatory systems and the role of sigma54 as well as melanin-like brown
pigment in relation to the virulence of pathogen.
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336gr-1 I 2.34 4.8 2.05 1.00 0
II 2.2 4.7 2.14
III 2.26 4.55 2.01
237gr-5 I 2.12 0 0 0 0
II 1.7 0 0
III 2.22 0 0
191sh-1 I 2.26 1.6 0.71 0.35 0.010
II 1.81 1.4 0.77
III 2.19 1.45 0.66
961149-4-4 I 1.99 0 0 0 0
II 2.48 0 0
III 2.15 0 0
395-2 I 1.81 0 0 0 0
II 2.65 0 0
III 2.51 0 0
106sh-5 I 2.39 0 0 0 0
II 3.02 0 0
III 2.19 0 0
117g1-7-a I 2.8 1.8 0.64 0.37 0.058
II 1.79 1.2 0.67
III 2.34 2.3 0.98
201sh-1 I 2.01 1.7 0.85 0.44 0.017
II 2.14 2.15 1.00
III 2.32 2.05 0.88
257sh-1 I 2.5 0 0 0 0
II 2.02 0 0
III 2.43 0 0
106sh-9 I 2.33 0 0 0 0
II 3.12 0 0
III 2.23 0 0
957856-41-c I 2.43 0.55 0.23 0.11 0.001
II 2.58 0.6 0.23
III 2.46 0.55 0.22
11sh2-2-a I 2.64 6.3 2.39 1.15 0.044
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(Appendix A. cont’d)
II 2.8 6.4 2.29
III 2.46 6.05 2.46
366gr-2 I 2.3 0 0 0 0
II 2.65 0 0
III 2.46 0 0
189gr-8 I 2.05 1.05 0.51 0.26 0.018
II 2.24 1.15 0.51
III 2.42 1.45 0.60
98gr-1 I 2.09 0 0 0 0
II 2.05 0 0
III 2.13 0 0
379gr-1-b I 2.16 0 0 0 0
II 2.01 0 0
III 2.05 0 0
99sh-7 I 2.3 0 0 0 0
II 2.65 0 0
III 2.46 0 0
396gr-2 I 2.22 0 0 0 0
II 2.18 0 0
III 2.3 0 0
261-gr-9 I 2.66 5.5 2.07 1.14 0.072
II 2.44 6.55 2.68
III 2.32 5.4 2.33
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336gr-1 1.22 8.49 10.36 6.91 6.94 0.032
1.22 8.49 10.36 6.91
1.22 8.61 10.50 7.00
237gr-5 1.11 8.82 9.79 6.53 6.47 0.07
1.11 8.55 9.49 6.33
1.11 8.85 9.82 6.55
191sh-1 1.38 8.58 11.84 7.89 7.96 0.186
1.38 8.34 11.51 7.67
1.38 9.03 12.46 8.31
961149-4-4 1.18 8.58 10.12 6.75 6.89 0.081
1.18 8.76 10.34 6.89
1.18 8.94 10.55 7.03
395-2 1.43 1.86 2.66 1.77 2.13 0.181
1.43 2.49 3.56 2.37
1.43 2.34 3.35 2.23
106sh-5 1.36 1.59 2.16 1.44 1.27 0.102
1.36 1.41 1.92 1.28
1.36 1.2 1.63 1.09
117g1-7-a 1.43 8.4 12.01 8.01 8.32 0.286
1.43 8.46 12.10 8.07
1.43 9.33 13.34 8.89
201sh-1 1.37 8.46 11.59 7.73 7.39 0.324
1.37 8.43 11.55 7.70
1.37 7.38 10.11 6.74
257sh-1 0.93 2.31 2.15 1.43 1.49 0.0468
0.93 2.34 2.18 1.45
0.93 2.55 2.37 1.58
106sh-9 1.05 1.32 1.39 0.92 0.92 0.0185
1.05 1.26 1.32 0.88
1.05 1.35 1.42 0.95
957856-41-c 1.3 7.71 10.02 6.68 6.98 0.199
1.3 7.95 10.34 6.89
1.3 8.49 11.04 7.36
11sh2-2-a 0.87 3.63 3.16 2.11 2.09 0.145
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0.87 4.02 3.50 2.33
0.87 3.15 2.74 1.83
366gr-2 0.67 1.02 0.68 0.46 0.41 0.023
0.67 0.9 0.60 0.40
0.67 0.84 0.56 0.38
189gr-8 1.27 8.37 10.63 7.09 7.22 0.111
1.27 8.43 10.71 7.14
1.27 8.79 11.16 7.44
98gr-1 0.77 2.1 1.62 1.08 1.04 0.082
0.77 2.25 1.73 1.16
0.77 1.71 1.32 0.88
379gr-1-b 0.91 1.26 1.15 0.76 0.79 0.033
0.91 1.41 1.28 0.86
0.91 1.23 1.12 0.75
99sh-7 0.66 1.47 0.97 0.65 0.59 0.075
0.66 1.53 1.01 0.67
0.66 0.99 0.65 0.44
396gr-2 0.87 5.52 4.80 3.20 2.39 0.462
0.87 4.08 3.55 2.37
0.87 2.76 2.40 1.60
261-gr-9 1.2 8.37 10.04 6.70 6.61 0.492
1.2 7.5 9.00 6.00
1.2 8.91 10.69 7.13
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Appendix C. Measurement of Maceration Area on Onion Bulb





336gr-1 94.99 132.67 94.99 107.55 10.27
237gr-5 50.24 63.59 28.26 47.36 8.42
191sh-1 28.26 28.26 50.24 35.58 5.99
961149-4-4 0.79 3.14 3.14 2.35 0.64
395-2 0.79 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.21
106sh-5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
117g1-7-a 176.63 176.63 153.86 17.27 1.92
201sh-1 94.99 78.50 63.59 79.02 7.41
257sh-1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
106sh-9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
957856-41-c 78.50 50.24 38.47 55.58 9.80
411gr-6 176.63 113.04 132.67 140.78 15.36
11sh2-2-a 78.50 78.50 50.24 69.08 7.70
366gr-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
189gr-8 50.24 176.63 113.04 113.3 29.82
98gr-1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
379gr-1-b 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
99sh-7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
396gr-2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
261gr-9 176.63 254.34 153.86 194.94 24.86
E. coli
DH10B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
Water 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00
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Appendix D. Virulence Assay on Rice
Strains Rep-I Rep-II Rep-III Rep-III Mean
Standard
Error
237gr-5 0.55 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.59 0.04
191sh-1 6 6.11 4.55 4.25 5.23 0.48
961149-4-(4) 1.1 0.33 0.4 0.4 0.56 0.18
395-2 0.55 0.44 0.33 1 0.58 0.15
106sh-5 0.44 0.44 0.11 0.22 0.30 0.08
117g1-7-a 7.1 6.9 5.6 5.9 6.38 0.37
201sh-1 5.3 6.6 5.9 3.7 5.38 0.62
257sh-1 0.33 0.11 0.22 0.11 0.19 0.05
106sh-9 0.2 0.2 0.1 0 0.13 0.05
957856-41-c 4.66 4.55 5.11 5 4.83 0.13
411gr-6 6.11 7.44 7.11 7.77 7.11 0.36
11sh2-2-a 7.44 7 6.33 7 6.94 0.23
366gr-2 0.55 0.44 0.44 0.22 0.41 0.07
189gr-8 4.22 5.4 4.7 4.9 4.81 0.24
98gr-1 0.11 0.11 0 0.11 0.08 0.03
379gr-1-b 0.25 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.15 0.03
99sh-7 0.11 0.11 0.22 0.22 0.17 0.03
170gr-4 0.28 0.28 0.14 0.14 0.21 0.04
396gr-2 0.33 0.22 0.33 0.22 0.28 0.03
261gr-9 4.88 4.875 4.125 3.55 4.36 0.32
336gr-1 6.125 6.22 6.22 5.75 6.08 0.11
E. coli DH10B 0.33 0.22 0.33 0.22 0.28 0.03
Water 0.11 0 0.33 0.22 0.17 0.07
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336gr-1 1 16.5 143 138.98 141.08 12.36
2 16.7 141 136.75
3 17.9 120 114.37
4 16.3 178 174.21
237gr-5 1 16.9 355 350.52 335.42 43.41
2 18.8 251 244.33
3 18 454 448.25
4 18.6 305 298.56
191sh-1 1 18.9 186 179.22 159.58 20.15
2 15.8 107 103.78
3 19.4 204 196.64
4 18.5 165 158.68
961149-4 1 18.6 362 355.56 346.87 12.27
2 17.5 321 315.83
3 17.4 347 341.94
4 18.1 380 374.14
295-2 1 18.1 450 444.14 453.27 20.31
2 17.9 426 420.37
3 17.9 518 512.37
4 19.8 444 436.18
106sh-5 1 18.6 395 388.56 390.08 28.96
2 19.2 340 332.87
3 18.1 375 369.14
4 19.3 477 469.76
117g1-7-a 1 15.3 123 120.36 111.94 8.77
2 14.9 128 125.82
3 19 122 115.10
4 12.6 86 86.46
201sh-1 1 14.7 94 92.05 114.36 12.06
2 20 103 94.95
3 18 142 136.25
4 17.2 139 134.17
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257sh-1 1 18.7 451 444.45 480.78 33.55
2 19.4 414 406.64
3 19.3 526 518.76
4 18 559 553.25
106sh-9 1 18.1 508 502.14 480.20 15.01
2 19 490 483.10
3 18.3 443 436.91
4 19.4 506 498.64
957856-41 1 14.4 177 175.39 172.29 4.28
2 14.9 180 177.82
3 19.6 184 176.41
4 16.9 164 159.52
411gr-6 1 20.2 172 163.72 125.72 15.76
2 13.4 88 87.54
3 14.7 134 132.05
4 18.6 126 119.56
11sh2-2-a 1 17 143 138.40 197.15 21.35
2 19.6 206 198.41
3 19.6 220 212.41
4 17.9 245 239.37
336gr-2 1 18.1 344 338.14 391.20 24.97
2 19.6 406 398.41
3 18.3 378 371.91
4 18.8 463 456.33
189gr-8 1 19.3 189 181.76 153.89 10.17
2 15.7 136 132.90
3 14.3 152 150.51
4 17.9 156 150.37
98gr-1 1 18.8 396 389.33 389.04 23.77
2 18.4 447 440.79
3 17.4 331 325.94
4 19 407 400.10
379gr-1-b 1 15.9 397 393.67 428.55 15.62
2 19.3 418 410.76
3 19.1 464 456.99
4 19.3 460 452.76
99sh-7 1 16.6 369 364.86 392.99 22.92
2 19.2 466 458.87
3 18.3 365 358.91
80
(Appendix E. cont’d)
4 16.2 393 389.32
396gr-2 1 17.1 462 457.29 445.34 21.99
2 16.6 423 418.86
3 15.3 406 403.36
4 16.6 506 501.86
261gr-9 1 16.2 189 185.32 196.91 10.94
2 15.9 233 229.67
3 15 187 184.7
4 14.8 190 187.93
E.coli 1 14.6 297 295.16 327.45 33.38
2 16.6 271 266.86
3 17.1 332 327.29
4 17.8 426 420.48
Water 1 16.3 391 387.21 394.88 4.09
2 17.7 401 395.6
3 18.2 412 406.02
4 15.9 394 390.67
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Appendix H. Onion Maceration by Different Strains of B. glumae

























Appendix J. Hypersensitive Response in Tobacco Leaves


















































































































































Appendix L. Amino Acid Sequence of tofI Gene of B. glumae Strains
BGR1
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
336gr-1
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
261gr-9
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
237gr-5
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
961149-4-4
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I




Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
257sh-1
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
106sh-9
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
366gr-2
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
98gr-1
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I




Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
99sh-7
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
396gr-2
Met Q T F V H E A G R L P A H I A A E L G S Y R Y R V F V E Q L G W Q L P S E D E K F
E R D Q Y D R D D T V Y V L G R D A N G E I C G C A R L L P T T R P Y L L Q E V F P H
L L A D E H P A P R S A H V W E L S R F A A T P E E G A D A G S L A W S V R P Met L
A A A V E C A A R R G A R Q L I G V T F C S I E R L F R R I G V H A H R A G A P V S I
D G R Met V V A C W I D I D A Q T L A A L D L D P A L C A S Q P E A A Stop
103
Appendix M. Multiple Amino Acid Sequence Alignment of tofI Gene
BGR1            METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
336gr-1 METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
261gr-9         METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
237gr-5         METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
961149-4-4      METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
395-2           METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
257sh-1         METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
106sh-9         METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
366gr-2         METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
98gr-1          METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
379gr-1         METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
99sh-7          METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
396gr-2         METQTFVHEAGRLPAHIAAELGSYRYRVFVEQLGWQLPSEDEKFERDQYDRDDTVYVLGR 60
************************************************************
BGR1            DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
336gr-1         DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
261gr-9         DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
237gr-5 DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
961149-4-4      DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
395-2           DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
257sh-1 DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
106sh-9         DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
366gr-2         DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
98gr-1          DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
379gr-1         DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
99sh-7          DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
396gr-2         DANGEICGCARLLPTTRPYLLQEVFPHLLADEHPAPRSAHVWELSRFAATPEEGADAGSL 120
************************************************************
BGR1            AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
336gr-1         AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
261gr-9         AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
237gr-5         AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
961149-4-4      AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
395-2           AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
257sh-1         AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
106sh-9         AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
366gr-2         AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
98gr-1          AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
379gr-1         AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
99sh-7 AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
396gr-2         AWSVRPMETLAAAVECAARRGARQLIGVTFCSIERLFRRIGVHAHRAGAPVSIDGRMETV 180
************************************************************
BGR1 VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
336gr-1         VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
261gr-9         VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
237gr-5         VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
961149-4-4      VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
395-2           VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
257sh-1         VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
106sh-9         VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
366gr-2         VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
98gr-1          VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
379gr-1         VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
99sh-7          VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
396gr-2         VACWIDIDAQTLAALDLDPALCASQPEAASTOP 213
*********************************
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Appendix O. Amino Acid Sequence of tofI Gene of B. glumae Strains
BGR1
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G
V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P
K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I
N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q A P Stop
336gr-1
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G
V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P
K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I
N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q A P Stop
261gr-9
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G
V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P
K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I
N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q A P Stop
237gr-5
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G
V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P
K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I
N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q T P Stop
9661149-4-4
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G
V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P
109
(Appendix O. cont’d)
K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I
N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q A P Stop
395-2
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G
V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P
K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I
N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G P I Q T P Stop
106sh-5
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W A R R R C G G A T V A L A R R A R L R H V G R R R A V E L G R A R R
V R T V D H R A A L G P P H A G R D Q Q P D A A G Q L A R Q S L A F A D G P V P R A
E A V A G R E H L A H Q A R T R G A E L D Q R R P H R Q R D R R T A Q H L R A H R H
V P H Q Q H P R Q A R R G Q Q G A G G R Q G D R H G A D P D A V
257sh-1
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G
V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P
K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I
N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q T P Stop
106sh-9
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Stop L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G
I R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A
A S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R
G V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L
V P K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T




Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L R R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G
V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P
K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I
N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q T P Stop
98gr-1
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P NMet I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G
V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P
K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I
N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q T P Stop
99sh-7
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P NMet I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S W A A R G V F G L
L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L V P K L S P
A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T F H I N N I L
A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q A P Stop
396gr-2
Met E L R W Q D A Y H Q F N T A E N E Q Q L F H Q V S A Y S K R L G F E Y C C Y G I
R V P Q P G S Q P L V E I F D T Y P P G W Met A H Y Q A R N Y I E I D P T V R D G A A
S P N Met I I W P D A D A A E Q P S L W R D A R D F G Met S V G V A Q S S Stop A A R
G V F G L L T I A R R S D R L T P A E I N S L T L Q A N W L A N L S H S L Met G R F L
V P K L S P A A S I S L T K R E R E V L S W T S E G R T A S E I G E Q L N I S E R T V T
F H I N N I L A K L G A A N K V Q A V V K A I G Met G L I Q T P Stop
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Appendix P. Multiple Amino Acid Sequence Alignment of tofR Gene
BGR1             METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
336gr-1 METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
261gr-9          METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
237gr-5          METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
9661149-4-4      METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
395-2            METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
106sh-5          METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
257sh-1 METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
106sh-9          METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQSTOPLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 60
366gr-2          METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
98gr-1           METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
99sh-7           METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
396gr-2          METELRWQDAYHQFNTAENEQ---QLFHQVSAYSKRLGFEYCCYGIRVPQPGSQPLVEIF 57
*********************    ***********************************
BGR1             DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 116
336gr-1          DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 116
261gr-9          DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 116
237gr-5          DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 116
9661149-4-4      DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 116
395-2            DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 116
106sh-5          DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWARRRCGGATVALARRARLRHV 117
257sh-1          DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 116
106sh-9          DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 119
366gr-2          DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLRRDARDFGM 116
98gr-1           DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 116
99sh-7           DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWR---DFGM 113
396gr-2          DTYPPGWMETAHYQARNYIEIDPTVRDGAASPNMETIIWPDADAA-EQPSLWRDARDFGM 116
***************************************.   ..    :* *      :
BGR1             ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 172
336gr-1 ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 172
261gr-9          ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 172
237gr-5          ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 172
9661149-4-4 ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 172
395-2            ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 172
106sh-5          GRRRAVELGR-----ARRVR---TVDHRAALGPPHAGRDQQPDAAGQLARQSLAFADGPV 169
257sh-1          ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 172
106sh-9          ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 175
366gr-2          ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 172
98gr-1           ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 172
99sh-7           ETSVGVAQSS---WAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 169
396gr-2          ETSVGVAQSSSTOPAARGVFGLLTIARRSDRLTP-AEINSLTLQANWLANLSHSLMETGR 175
.*  .      ** *    *: :*: .* *  :. .  *. **. * :: :
BGR1             FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 231
336gr-1          FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 231
261gr-9          FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 231
237gr-5          FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 231
9661149-4-4      FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 231
395-2            FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 231
106sh-5          PRAEAVAGREHLAHQARTRGAELDQRRPHRQRDRRTAQHLRAHRHVPHQQHPRQARRGQQ 229
257sh-1          FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 231
106sh-9          FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 234
366gr-2          FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 231
98gr-1           FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 231
99sh-7           FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 228
396gr-2 FLVPKLSPAASISLTKRER-EVLSWTSEGRTASEIGEQLNISERTVTFHINNILAKLGAA 234
.  ::    ::   * *   *.     *  ..   *   :.* *..: :   *: *
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(Appendix P. cont’d)
BGR1             NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQAPSTOP 255
336gr-1 NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQAPSTOP 255
261gr-9          NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQAPSTOP 255
237gr-5          NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQTPSTOP 255
9661149-4-4      NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQAPSTOP 255
395-2            NKVQAVVKAIGMETGPIQTPSTOP 255
106sh-5          GAGGRQGDRHGADPDAV------- 246
257sh-1          NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQTPSTOP 255
106sh-9          NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQTPSTOP 258
366gr-2          NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQTPSTOP 255
98gr-1           NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQTPSTOP 255
99sh-7           NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQAPSTOP 252
396gr-2          NKVQAVVKAIGMETGLIQTPSTOP 258
.      .  * :.. :
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